Public consultation: Implementing the final BASEL III reforms in the EU

Introduction

About this consultation

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) is the primary global standard setter for the prudential regulation of banks and provides a forum for cooperation on banking supervisory matters. Its mandate is to strengthen the regulation, supervision and practices of banks worldwide with the purpose of enhancing financial stability. The full set of the standards agreed by the BCBS is known as the “Basel framework”. The standards set out a system based on three “pillars”:

- minimum capital and liquidity requirements (referred to as “Pillar 1”);
- a supervisory review process aimed at ensuring that banks have adequate capital and liquidity to support all the risks in their business but also to encourage banks to develop and use better risk management techniques in monitoring and managing their risks (“Pillar 2”);
- disclosure requirements that seek to provide market participants with sufficient information to assess a bank’s material risks and capital adequacy and thus to encourage market discipline by banks (“Pillar 3”).

The original set of standards (“Basel I framework”) was agreed in 1988 and was first reviewed in 2004 (“Basel II framework”). In response to the 2008 financial crisis, the BCBS reviewed its standards for a second time with the overarching goal to provide a regulatory foundation for a resilient banking system that supports the real economy. The result of this review, the final elements of which have been published by the BCBS at the beginning of this year, is the so-called “Basel III framework”.

This consultation is also available in German and French.
The standards agreed by the BCBS are not directly applicable and need to be implemented by each member jurisdiction. In the EU, those standards are implemented through the capital requirements regulation (CRR) (Regulation (EU) No 575/2013) and capital requirements directive (CRD) (Directive 2013/36/EU) which introduced a single rulebook comprising prudential requirements applicable to “institutions” (The CRR and CRD do not apply to “credit institutions” (banks) but also to “investment firms” which are collectively referred to “institutions”). Large parts of the Basel III framework have already been implemented through legislative packages known as "CRR/CRD4” and “CRR2/CRD5”. With some exceptions, the elements of the Basel III framework that were completed by the BCBS between the end of 2017 and the beginning of 2019 have yet to be implemented in EU law.

In particular, in December 2017 the BCBS finalised its Basel III reforms with revisions to the prudential standards for credit, operational and credit valuation adjustment (CVA) risk as well as the replacement of the so-called “Basel I floor” with an aggregate output floor. Revisions to “Pillar 1” of the Basel framework mainly seek to increase the risk-sensitivity and robustness of the standardised approaches to calculate own funds requirements for abovementioned risks and to improve the comparability of capital ratios of institutions using internal models. They have been accompanied by updated Pillar 3 disclosure requirements, which the BCBS published in December 2018. Further to this work, in January 2019 the BCBS published a revised version of its market risk standard known as ‘fundamental review of the trading book’ (FRTB) that had originally been published in January 2016.

BCBS members agreed to full, timely and consistent implementation of all elements of the reform package by 1 January 2022 as the main implementation deadline, with some revisions including the output floor to be phased-in until 1 January 2027. The Commission is committed to this agreement and its faithful implementation in the EU, taking into account European specificities and the objective stated by co-legislators for the reforms not to result in a significant increase in the overall capital requirements for the banking sector (see data from the Council and data from the Parliament).

Over the last year the Commission services have been preparing the grounds for the implementation of the Basel III standards in the EU, which would require amendments to the CRR and the CRD. As a first preparatory step, the Commission services conducted an exploratory public consultation in spring 2018. Based on the numerous responses received from stakeholders, the Commission services sent a comprehensive Call for technical Advice (CfA) to the European Banking Authority (EBA) in May 2018, inviting the EBA to assess i) the potential impact of the various elements of the reform package on the EU banking sector and the wider economy including possible effects on the relative attractiveness of certain activities or business models, and ii) possible implementation challenges.

The EBA submitted its cumulative impact assessment and advice in the areas of credit risk, operational risk, output floor and securities financing transactions (SFTs) on 5 August 2019. The EBA is expected to publish findings in the area of market risk and CVA risk later in 2019 due to the later completion of these parts of the Basel III framework.

Based on the impact estimates available to date, the technical advice of the EBA and feedback received from stakeholders so far, a number of topics has emerged on which the Commission services would particularly welcome views and relevant evidence (preferably quantitative) in order to inform its decision-making on the EU implementation of the outstanding Basel III reforms.

Beyond these implementation topics, the Commission services would welcome stakeholders’ views on three other subjects:
• a possible centralisation of Pillar 3 disclosures at the level of EBA who could relieve institutions from their respective duties by providing the required information to the market on the basis of the supervisory data collected in the context of the forthcoming European Centralised Infrastructure for Supervisory Data (EUCLID);

• whether further measures, if any, could be taken to incorporate environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks into prudential regulation without pre-empting ongoing work to this effect; and

• possible changes to the existing regime for the assessment of the suitability of members of the management body of financial institutions (“fit and proper”), as it has become apparent that practices for assessing members of the management body, and also other individuals who can play a critical role in decision making, vary significantly across Member States.

The selected topics are presented in this consultation document, which is organised in nine main sections discussing possible changes in the areas of:

1. Credit risk
2. SFTs
3. Operational risk
4. Market risk
5. CVA risk
6. Output floor
7. Centralised supervisory reporting and disclosures
8. Sustainable finance
9. Fit and proper

The sections contain specific questions on each of the selected topics. Due to the nature of the topics, most of the questions are technical.

This consultation is open to all citizens. Feedback is sought, in particular, from the following "key stakeholders": institutions, banking associations and other financial services providers, bank clients, consumer representatives as well as public authorities, including supervisors.

This public consultation and the EBA’s advice will feed into the Commission’s impact assessment.
Please note: In order to ensure a fair and transparent consultation process only responses received through our online questionnaire will be taken into account and included in the report summarising the responses. Should you have a problem completing this questionnaire or if you require particular assistance, please contact fisma-basel-3-finalisation@ec.europa.eu.

More information:

- on this consultation
- on the consultation document
- on the protection of personal data regime for this consultation

About you

- Language of my contribution
  - Bulgarian
  - Croatian
  - Czech
  - Danish
  - Dutch
  - English
  - Estonian
  - Finnish
  - French
  - Gaelic
  - German
  - Greek
  - Hungarian
  - Italian
  - Latvian
  - Lithuanian
  - Maltese
  - Polish
  - Portuguese
  - Romanian
  - Slovak
  - Slovenian
  - Spanish
  - Swedish

- I am giving my contribution as
  - Academic/research institution
  - Business association
  - Company/business organisation
- Consumer organisation
- EU citizen
- Environmental organisation
- Non-EU citizen
- Non-governmental organisation (NGO)
- Public authority
- Trade union
- Other

- First name
  Panya

- Surname
  Monford

- Email (this won't be published)
  pmonford@woccu.org

- Organisation name
  255 character(s) maximum
  World Council of Credit Unions

- Organisation size
  - Micro (1 to 9 employees)
  - Small (10 to 49 employees)
  - Medium (50 to 249 employees)
  - Large (250 or more)

- Transparency register number
  255 character(s) maximum
  Check if your organisation is on the transparency register. It's a voluntary database for organisations seeking to influence EU decision-making.
  43384951893-57

- Country of origin
  Please add your country of origin, or that of your organisation.
  - Afghanistan
  - Åland Islands
  - Albania
  - Algeria
  - Djibouti
  - Dominica
  - Dominican Republic
  - Ecuador
  - Libya
  - Liechtenstein
  - Lithuania
  - Luxembourg
  - Saint Martin
  - Saint Pierre and Miquelon
  - Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
  - Samoa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Samoa</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Macau</td>
<td>San Marino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>São Tomé and Príncipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anguilla</td>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antarctica</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Maldives</td>
<td>Serbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda</td>
<td>Eswatini</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>Seychelles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>Falkland Islands</td>
<td>Marshall Islands</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aruba</td>
<td>Faroe Islands</td>
<td>Martinique</td>
<td>Sint Maarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Mayotte</td>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas</td>
<td>French Guiana</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>French Polynesia</td>
<td>Micronesia</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>French Southern and Antarctic</td>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>South Georgia and the South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lands</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandwich Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>South Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Montserrat</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>Gibraltar</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>Suriname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>Greenland</td>
<td>Myanmar /Burma</td>
<td>Svalbard and Jan Mayen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonaire Saint Eustatius and Saba</td>
<td>Guadeloupe</td>
<td>Nauru</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouvet Island</td>
<td>Guernsey</td>
<td>New Caledonia</td>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Indian Ocean Territory</td>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Virgin Islands</td>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>The Gambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Timor-Leste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
<td>Niue</td>
<td>Togo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heard Island and McDonald Islands</td>
<td>Norfolk Island</td>
<td>Northern Mariana Islands</td>
<td>North Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayman Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Isle of Man</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas Island</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipperton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocos (Keeling) Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Jersey</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Kosovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>Kuwait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curaçao</td>
<td>Laos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Field of activity or sector (if applicable):

At least 1 choice(s)

- Accounting
- Auditing
- Banking
- Credit rating agencies
- Insurance
- Pension provision
- Investment management (e.g. hedge funds, private equity funds, venture capital funds, money market funds, securities)
- Market infrastructure operation (e.g. CCPs, CSDs, Stock exchanges)
- Social entrepreneurship
- Other
- Not applicable

• Publication privacy settings

The Commission will publish the responses to this public consultation. You can choose whether you would like your details to be made public or to remain anonymous.

○ Anonymous
  Only your type of respondent, country of origin and contribution will be published. All other personal details (name, organisation name and size, transparency register number) will not be published.

○ Public
  Your personal details (name, organisation name and size, transparency register number, country of origin) will be published with your contribution.

✓ I agree with the personal data protection provisions

1. Credit risk

1.1. Standardised approach (SA-CR)

1.1.1. General issues

1.1.1.1. External credit risk assessment approach (ECRA) vs. standardised credit risk assessment approach (SCRA)

Issue: The Basel III standards retain the use of external ratings for exposures to sovereigns, public sector entities (PSEs), multilateral development banks (MDBs), institutions, covered bonds and corporates (termed ECRA) under the standardised
approach for credit risk, with alternative approaches for unrated exposures to institutions (see 1.1.3.1.) and also for exposures to covered bonds and corporates in jurisdictions that do not allow the use of external ratings for regulatory purposes (termed SCRA).

In the EU, the use of external credit ratings is currently allowed and widespread practice for determining the applicable risk weights (RWs) for all of the abovementioned exposure classes in accordance with the CRR which implements the Basel II standards. The adequacy of the credit ratings issued by credit rating agencies for regulatory purposes is subject to continuous monitoring by the EBA in cooperation with the other European Supervisory Authorities.

Question 1. Views are sought on the relative costs and benefits of the ECRA provided by the final Basel III standards and the SCRA. In particular, how do the two approaches compare in terms of risk-sensitivity, impact on risk-weighted assets (RWAs) and operational burden?

Please specify the relative costs and benefits of the two approaches for exposures to institutions

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

The two approaches allow for two techniques to determine interbank exposures depending on whether it is rated or unrated with the ECRA containing two techniques therein. Our one concern remains with the SCRA approach in that there should be a mechanism to provide a lower risk weight where losses are demonstrably lower. Otherwise the SCRA may provide for a much higher than necessary risk weight based on the soundness of the financial institution.

Please specify the relative costs and benefits of the two approaches for exposures to covered bonds

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Please specify the relative costs and benefits of the two approaches for exposures to corporates

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
With respect to corporate exposures, institutions must perform a due diligence process which seems to contradict the standardised approach philosophy. We urge review of this requirement.

Question 2. Would you deem refinements or clarifications necessary concerning the approach that you generally prefer?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 2.1 If yes, what would be their prudential rationale?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Yes. As indicated for the SCRA, allowing for lower risk weights for demonstrably lower risk only allows for appropriate setting of capital levels. No additional prudential risk is incurred yet the corresponding benefit is the ability to engage in the business of banking which benefits the economy.

1.1.1.2. Enhanced due diligence requirements

Issue: The Basel III standards contain some clarifications in relation to the due diligence to be performed by institutions “to ensure that they have an adequate understanding, at origination and thereafter on a regular basis (at least annually), of the risk profile and characteristics of their counterparties” (paragraph 4). In cases where ratings are used (except for exposures to sovereigns and PSEs), due diligence is considered necessary “to assess the risk of the exposure for risk management purposes and whether the risk weight applied is appropriate and prudent” (paragraph 4). If the due diligence analysis reflects higher risk characteristics than those implied by the external rating bucket of the exposure, a RW at least one bucket higher than the “base” RW determined by the external rating must be assigned.

The CRD already imposes in Article 79 due diligence requirements in relation to institutions’ risk management processes to prevent mechanistic reliance on external credit ratings. However, the current EU legislation does not explicitly require institutions to analyse whether the RWs implied by the external ratings are appropriate and prudent for a given exposure and to apply a higher RW accordingly.

1 More specifically, institutions are required to “take reasonable and adequate steps to assess the operating and financial performance levels and trends through internal credit analysis and/or other analytics outsourced to a third
party, as appropriate for each counterparty. Moreover, institutions “must be able to access information about their counterparties on a regular basis to complete due diligence analyses” (ibidem).

Question 3. Views are sought on the costs and benefits of implementing the various clarifications and specifications provided by the Basel III standards (paragraph 4) in relation to the due diligence to be performed by institutions.

Please provide specific answers on each of the clarifications/specifications and support your view with relevant evidence.

Question 4. Are you of the view that the CRR/D should be amended to clarify/specify the rules on due diligence requirements?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 5. In your view, should the due-diligence requirements differentiate between exposures for which a rating exists and unrated exposures treated under the SCRA (see above 1.1.1.1.)?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 5.1 If yes, please explain why?

Please specify and provide relevant evidence.

Those exposures that have ratings already include a due diligence analysis that has been conducted and thus due diligence for those that have ratings should be minimized.

1.1.2. Exposures to institutions

1.1.2.1. Definition of grades under the SCRA
**Issue:** The Basel III standards apply the SCRA to all exposures to unrated institutions, which are to be classified into one of three grades. For this classification, the standards lay down quantitative and qualitative criteria (see paragraphs 22-29) with the aim to increase the granularity and risk-sensitivity of the standardised approach to credit risk (SA-CR).

**Quantitative criteria:**

- **Grade A**, attracting the lowest RW, would be available to counterparties meeting the published minimum regulatory requirements (excluding those for liquidity) and buffers including institution-specific minimum regulatory requirements or buffers that may be imposed through supervisory actions (e.g. via “Pillar 2”) unless they are not made public. “If such minimum regulatory requirements and buffers (other than bank-specific minimum requirements or buffers) are not publicly disclosed or otherwise made available by the counterparty institution, then the counterparty institution must be assessed as Grade B or lower [i.e. Grade C].”

- A classification in **Grade B** requires the counterparty institution to meet the same requirements as for the classification into Grade A, with the exception of capital buffers.

- **Grade C** contains all counterparty institutions which do not fall under Grade A or B.

**Qualitative criteria:**

- **Grade A** requires the counterparty institutions to have “adequate capacity to meet their financial commitments (including repayments of principal and interest) in a timely manner, for the projected life of the assets or exposures and irrespective of the economic cycles and business conditions”.

- **Grade B** refers to exposures to institutions, where the counterparty is subject to substantial credit risk, such as repayment capacities that are dependent on stable or favourable economic or business conditions.

- **Grade C** refers to higher credit risk exposures to institutions, where the counterparty has material default risks and limited margins of safety. For these counterparties, adverse business, financial, or economic conditions are very likely to lead, or have
led, to an inability to meet their financial commitments. In addition, an adverse audit opinion by an external auditor in relation to the financial statements of the institution triggers a classification in Grade C.

The assessment of the qualitative criteria may result in the classification of an exposure into a riskier grade, even if the counterparty institution meets the quantitative minimum criteria set out for a less risky grade or has not breached the triggers of the riskier grade, respectively.

In the EU, institutions will be required to publicly disclose in a uniform way to which extent they meet their (minimum) own funds requirements under Pillar 1 and 2 as well as their combined buffer requirement (Article 447 CRR). Even where no such disclosure is required on an individual basis, counterparty institutions may make the information necessary for the classification into the three grades available, not least to benefit from a relatively better credit risk assessment. Similar considerations would appear to apply to non-disclosed requirements of unrated third country institutions.

2 Parent and subsidiary institutions as well as institutions (otherwise) included in the prudential consolidation are exempted from the disclosure requirements on an individual basis (Article 6(3) CRR), unless they qualify as large subsidiaries (Article 13 CRR).

Question 6. Views are sought on the costs and benefits of implementing the definition of grades under the SCRA provided by the Basel III standards (paragraphs 22-29).

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 7. In your view, are the quantitative and qualitative criteria for the classification of counterparties into grades sufficiently clear or do you consider more specifications necessary to ensure a harmonised application of these criteria throughout the Union?

- the criteria are sufficiently clear
- more specifications are necessary to ensure a harmonised application of these criteria throughout the Union
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant
Question 7.1 Please elaborate on your response to question 7. and provide relevant evidence.

Question 8. What are your views in relation to a potential clarification that also minimum capital and buffer requirements beyond the Basel minima (e.g. higher Pillar 1 requirements pursuant to Article 458 CRR or systemic buffers pursuant to Article 133) should be taken into account for the classification into grades, where applicable in the jurisdiction of the counterparty institution?

Question 9. Would you deem any other or further clarifications necessary to perform the classification into the three grades? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

1.1.2.2. Identification of short-term exposures to institutions

**Issue:** The Basel III standards provide a preferential treatment for short-term exposures to institutions, which was already available under Basel II with the intention not to inhibit the exchange of short-term liquidity between institutions by imposing restrictive RWs to such interbank exposures. For the identification of “interbank” exposures that are eligible for the preferential treatment, their original maturity is relevant, which must not be longer than three months or – newly introduced with Basel III – six months for exposures to institutions that arise from the movement of goods across national borders.
The CRR currently provides for a preferential treatment of short-term (up to three months) interbank exposures, but bases this treatment on the residual maturity of the exposures (Articles 119 and 120), thereby allowing for a wider range of exposures to benefit from this treatment.

**Question 10.** In your view, what are the relative costs and benefits of using the original maturity as opposed to the residual maturity for identifying short-term interbank exposures?

Please provide relevant arguments and evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 11.** What are your views on the extension of the scope of the preferential treatment for short-term interbank exposures under Basel III from three to six months for exposures to institutions that arise from the movement of goods across national borders?

To what extent would the change in definition change the amount of exposures benefitting from the preferential treatment?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

### 1.1.3. Exposures to corporates

#### 1.1.3.1. Treatment of unrated corporates

**Issue:** The Basel III standards put forward ECRA and SCRA as two mutually exclusive approaches for determining the applicable RWs. Under the ECRA exposures to rated corporates are assigned a RW between 20% and 150% depending on the credit quality, while exposures to unrated corporates are to be risk-weighted at 100%, unless they qualify as small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which are subject to a 85% RW.
Under SCRA, a flat RW of 100% applies to all corporate exposures, except for exposures to corporate SMEs (RW of 85%) and to ‘investment grade’ corporates (RW of 65%). In order to qualify as ‘investment grade’, amongst others, corporate counterparties or their parent companies must have securities listed on a recognised exchange. This requirement was introduced into the Basel III standards to align the scope of investment grade corporates under SCRA to the extent possible with the scope of externally rated corporates under ECRA; the rationale being that corporates with listed securities typically need an external rating.

According to the current CRR, exposures to unrated corporates shall be assigned a 100% RW or the RW for exposures to the central government of the jurisdiction in which the corporate is incorporated, whichever is the higher (Article 120). However, for exposures up to EUR 1.5 million to unrated corporate SMEs, the CRR currently applies a discount factor of 23.81% of the associated own funds requirements, subject to conditions. In the context of the recent review of the CRR, the threshold for exposures benefitting from this discount factor has been increased to EUR 2.5 million, while for the remaining part of exposures exceeding the threshold of EUR 2.5 million the preferential RW of 85% will apply. The SME-specific treatments apply and will apply, respectively, to both SA and IRB institutions.

**Question 12. What is the share of your institution’s/(member) institutions’ exposures to rated and unrated corporate SMEs and non-SMEs?**

What is the share of exposures to unrated corporates whose parent companies are externally rated?

Please provide relevant evidence (e.g. underlying calculations, studies etc.).

Some credit union systems in the EU do engage in SME lending (i.e. such as the Netherlands). Many of those loans are to entities that are not externally rated or are to sole traders that are rated individually but not as a legal entity.

**Question 13. Views are sought on the definition of ‘investment grade’ provided by the Basel III standards (paragraph 42)**

In particular, would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary in order to ensure a consistent application across the Union?

Please elaborate.
We urge further refinement to reduce the granularity criteria to which aggregate exposure to any single party shall exceed 0.2% of the overall portfolio as this provision tends to discriminate against small credit unions and other community based cooperative institutions.

Question 14. What other measures, if any, could be taken to increase the risk-sensitivity of the standardised RW treatment of corporate exposures which currently have no external rating? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Question 15. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the standardised treatment of corporate exposures? Please elaborate.

1.1.3.2. Treatment of specialised lending (SL)

Issue: The Basel III standards introduce SL as a sub-set of the corporate exposure class under the SA-CR in order to reflect the associated risk more accurately and improve consistency with the treatment of SL under the internal ratings-based approach (IRBA). The definition of SL under the SA-CR therefore closely follows the definition used under the IRBA, where SL had existed as a separate sub-exposure class already under the Basel II standards and where the treatment remains largely unchanged under the Basel III standards. However, while SL consists of four subcategories under the IRBA, only three of them – project finance, object finance, and commodities finance – are considered specialised lending under the SA-CR. The fourth subcategory of SL under the IRBA – income producing real estate – receives a separate treatment under the SA-CR. In jurisdictions that allow the use of external ratings for regulatory purposes, the applicable RWs for SL exposures with issue-specific ratings range from 20% to 150%, depending on the rating. For SL exposures for which an issue-specific external rating is
not available, and for all SL exposures of institutions incorporated in jurisdictions that do
not allow the use of external ratings for regulatory purposes, RWs ranging from 80%
to 130% apply, depending on the relevant subcategory and, in the case of project
finance, certain exposure characteristics.

Taking into account the characteristics of exposures to infrastructure projects, a discount
factor of 25% of the associated own funds requirements has been introduced in the
context of the recent review of the CRR for exposures to infrastructure projects that
comply with a set of eligibility criteria capable to lower their risk profile and enhance the
predictability of their cash flows. This treatment will apply to both SA and IRB institutions.

Question 16. Views are sought on the costs and benefits of implementing the specific treatment of SL exposures provided by the Basel III standards (paragraphs 44-48).

In particular, how does this treatment compare with the current treatment in terms of risk-sensitivity, impact on RWAs and operational burden?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 17. Would you deem further refinements or clarifications concerning the structure or calibration of the treatment for SL necessary?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 18. In your view, what other measures should be taken to better reflect the particular characteristics of SL exposures (as compared to general corporate exposures) thereby increasing the risk-sensitivity of the SA-CR and improving consistency with the IRBA?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.
Question 19. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the treatment of SL exposures?

1.1.4. Equity and other capital instruments

1.1.4.1. Standard treatment of equity exposures

**Issue:** Under the Basel III standards, the RW for equity exposures increases over a 5-years transition period from 100% to 250% to reflect better the higher loss risk of equity compared to senior exposures, to align with the RWs that have previously been applicable under the internal ratings-based approaches (IRBA) according to the Basel II standards, and to prevent regulatory arbitrage between the banking book and the trading book. The Basel III standards furthermore clarify the scope of the equity exposure class by providing a definition of equity exposures and specifying which other instruments are to be categorised as equity exposures when calculating the RWA for credit risk (see paragraph 49).

Question 20. In your view, are there any issues with the definition of equity exposures provided by the Basel III standards (paragraph 49) and the list of other instruments to be treated alike? In particular, would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary regarding the scope of the equity exposure class in order to ensure a consistent application across the Union? Please elaborate.

We are concerned with the increase in the risk weight of 100% to 250%. Credit Unions sometimes participate in a central facility or corporate credit union. These assets will face a steep increase in these assets and likely discriminate against smaller credit unions and community based cooperative institutions without the justification of any corresponding risk. Furthermore, the 5-year phase in is not adequate to adjust for this dramatic increase.

Question 21. Views are sought on the costs and benefits of the revised standard treatment for equity exposures under Basel III
In particular, would you consider any further differentiation among equity exposures (apart from “speculative unlisted equity exposures” and “national legislated programmes” – see 1.1.4.2. and 1.1.4.3.) warranted?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

**Question 21.1** If yes, how should this differentiation be made and what would be its prudential rationale?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

There should be differentiation by those entities that are highly regulated by national-level authorities who have conservative portfolios and limited investment authorities as those are inherently less risky.

**Question 22.** What other measures or safeguards could be put in place with regards to equity exposures to increase the risk-sensitivity and robustness of the credit risk framework and prevent regulatory arbitrage between the banking book and the trading book?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

1.1.4.2. Treatment of ‘speculative unlisted equity exposures’

**Issue:** According to the Basel III standards, an elevated risk weight of 400% should be applied to ‘speculative unlisted equity exposures’. These exposures are defined as "equity investments in unlisted companies that are invested for short-term resale purposes or are considered venture capital or similar investments, which are subject to price volatility and are acquired in anticipation of significant future capital gains" (paragraph 51).

The CRR currently subsumes “investment in venture capital firms” and “investments in private equity” under high risk exposures which are subject to a 150% RW (Article 128),
but without providing any further definition of these investments. Additional guidance with regard to the identification of investments in private equity and venture capital firms has been provided by the EBA through its Guidelines on specification of types of exposures to be associated with high risk.

Question 23. Do you agree that speculative unlisted equity exposures such as investments in private equity or venture capital firms should be subject to a relatively higher RW than other equity exposures?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 23.1 If you agree, please elaborate on your response to question 23.

Unless the risk is demonstrably lower in which case a lower risk weight is warranted.

Question 24. Views are sought on the definition of ‘speculative unlisted equity exposures’ provided by the Basel III standards (paragraph 51 and footnote 31).

In particular, would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 25. What other measures could be put in place to address the elevated risk from unlisted equity exposures?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.
**1.1.4.3. Treatment of equity holdings made pursuant to national legislated programmes**

**Issue:** To promote certain specified sectors of the economy\(^3\), the Basel III standards provide for a discretion to allow institutions to assign a RW of 100% to equity holdings made pursuant to national legislated programmes that provide significant subsidies for the investment to the institution and involve government oversight and restrictions on the equity investments. Such treatment can only be accorded to equity holdings up to an aggregate of 10% of the institution’s combined Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital. Examples of restrictions are limitations on the size and types of businesses in which the institution is investing, allowable amounts of ownership interests, geographical location and other pertinent factors that limit the potential risk of the investment to the institution (see paragraph 52).

Already the Basel II standards provided a discretion on equity holdings in national legislated programmes, allowing institutions that otherwise use the IRBA for calculating their own funds requirements to apply to the respective exposures the 100% RW under the SA (instead of potentially higher RWs under the IRBA). The current CRR implements this discretion in Article 150.

\(^3\) In certain jurisdictions, “national legislated programs” are used to promote equity investments of institutions in corporations or projects that are primarily designed to promote community welfare (e.g. the redevelopment of lower-income areas and services to support lower-income populations.

---

**Question 26. In your view, should the discretion for “national legislated programmes” provided by the Basel III standards should be implemented in the Union?**

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

**Question 26.1 If you agree, please elaborate on your response to question 26.**

Yes. However, it should be noted that these national legislated programmes often do not involve equity holdings that are acquired in connection with the scheme.
Question 27. Would you deem additional safeguards necessary to ensure that only exposures under legislative programmes that effectively reduce the risk can benefit from the preferential RW?

For instance, should the preferential RW for exposures subject to national legislated programmes be made dependent on evidence of lower riskiness of respective exposures?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 28. In your view, how should “national legislated programmes” be defined within the context of the Union?

In particular, would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary concerning the existing definition?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

1.1.5. Retail exposures

1.1.5.1. Notion of ‘transactors’ and ‘other retail’

**Issue:** With the intention to increase granularity in the standardised RWs, the Basel III standards introduce transactors as new sub-exposure class for regulatory retail exposures and specify the treatment for other retail exposures. As a result retail exposures are now split into three (sub-) categories: regulatory retail exposures that qualify as exposures to transactors, regulatory retail exposures that do not qualify as exposures to transactors, and other retail exposures. An exposure qualifies as an exposure to a transactor if it fulfils the conditions for regulatory retail exposures and in addition is an exposure to facilities such as credit cards and charge cards where the balance has been repaid in full at each scheduled repayment date for the previous 12 months or to overdraft facilities if there have been no drawdowns over the previous 12 months. Exposures to transactors benefit from a reduced RW of 45%, while under the current CRR in line with the Basel II standards, all regulatory retail exposures are assigned a RW of 75%.

Other retail exposures will be risk-weighted at 100% under Basel III, whereas the CRR currently does not provide a specific treatment but just excludes such exposures from the preferential RW for retail.
Question 29. Views are sought on the costs and benefits of introducing the sub-asset class of transactors for regulatory retail exposures and specifying the treatment for other retail exposures.

In particular, how does the approach provided by the Basel III standards compare with the current approach in terms of risk-sensitivity, impact on RWAs and operational burden?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

We agree with the CRR approach that provides a lower risk rate for retail exposures. However, the granularity component at 0.2% places a disadvantaged for smaller financial institutions such as credit unions. An approach that provides a threshold without the granularity such as a system based on asset size alone without the granularity provision would be preferable.

Question 30. In your view, does the reduction in RWs for exposures to transactors under Basel III prudently reflect the risks associated with such exposures?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 30.1 Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

The CRR approach is preferable as it more accurately reflects the risk.

Question 31. Would you deem further clarifications necessary concerning the notion of transactors and other retail?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 31.1 If yes, what would be their prudential rationale?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.
Question 32. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the treatment of retail exposures?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

See above.

1.1.5.2. ‘Granularity criterion’ and additional measures to ensure diversification

Issue: To ensure sufficient diversification of the regulatory retail portfolio the Basel II standards already contained a ‘granularity criterion’ for classifying exposures as ‘regulatory retail’. The Basel II standards state that “one way of achieving this [sufficient diversification] may be to set a numerical limit that no aggregate exposure to one counterpart can exceed 0.2% of the overall regulatory retail portfolio” (paragraph 70). The Basel III standards elevate the 0.2% threshold from an example to the default option, without changing the substance of the granularity criterion, stating that “no aggregated exposure to one counterparty can exceed 0.2% of the overall regulatory retail portfolio, unless national supervisors have determined another method to ensure satisfactory diversification of the regulatory retail portfolio” (paragraph 55).

In the EU, the CRR lays down the granularity criterion for retail exposures, requiring that the “exposure shall be one of a significant number of exposures with similar characteristics such that the risks associated with such lending are substantially reduced” (Article 123). This CRR requirement, in conjunction with the supervisory scrutiny applied by competent authorities, intends to ensure sufficient diversification of retail portfolios.

Question 33. In your view, is the current CRR sufficiently clear to ensure a harmonised application of the “granularity criterion” or do you consider further guidance necessary?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 33.1 If yes, what are your views as to what this further guidance should entail?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.
1.1.6. Real estate (RE) exposures

1.1.6.1. Implementation of loan splitting (LS) approach vs whole loan (WL) approach

**Issue:** The Basel III standards provide two alternative approaches for assigning RWs to real estate (RE) exposures: The LS approach splits mortgage loans into a secured and an unsecured part (implicitly using the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio) and assigns a different RW to each of these two parts, thereby conceptually following the current approach of the CRR (Articles 124 to 126). The WL approach considers mortgage loans as specific products and assigns a RW to the entire exposure based on its LTV ratio using different LTV buckets. The rationale for using the LTV ratio as risk driver for determining the applicable RWs is that the losses incurred in the event of a default and the likelihood of a borrower’s default are lower when the outstanding loan amount relative to the value of the RE collateral (i.e. the LTV ratio) is lower. However, only the LS approach is also sensitive to the type of borrower (as it applies the RW of the counterparty to the unsecured part) and reflects the risk mitigating effects of RE collateral in the applicable RWs even in case of high LTV ratios.

**Question 34.** Views are sought on the relative costs and benefits of the LS approach and the WL approach provided by the final Basel III standard. In particular, how do the two approaches compare in terms of risk-sensitivity, impact on RWAs and operational burden? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 35.** Would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary concerning the approach that you generally prefer?

- Yes
Question 36. What would justify implementing both approaches in parallel from a risk perspective?

If both approaches were to be implemented and made available on discretionary basis, how would comparability across institutions be ensured and how would regulatory arbitrage as well as undue complexity be prevented in this case?

1.1.6.2. Treatment of exposures where the servicing of the loan materially depends on the cash flows generated by a portfolio of properties owned by the borrower

Issue: The Basel III standards introduce a specific RW-treatment for RE exposures where the prospects for servicing the loan materially depend on the cash flows generated by the property securing the loan rather than on the underlying capacity of the borrower to service the debt from other sources (so-called “income producing real estate (IPRE)). This modification is intended to reflect the associated risk more accurately and improve consistency with the treatment of IPRE under the IRBA. According to the SA-CR standards “[t]he distinguishing characteristic of IPRE versus other corporate exposures that are collateralised by real estate is the strong positive correlation between the prospects for repayment of the exposure and the prospects for recovery in the event of default, with both depending primarily on the cash flows generated by a property securing the exposure” (see paragraphs 67 and 73). The default approach laid down in the Basel III standards for assessing whether such a strong positive correlation exists is to look at the cash flows generated by the respective individual property in relation to all other cash flows of the borrower. However, the Basel III standards also contain a discretion to conduct this assessment by checking whether the servicing of the loan materially depends on the cash flows generated by a portfolio of properties owned by the borrower.

Question 37. Do you consider the assessment of the condition of “strong positive correlation” on a portfolio basis more appropriate than the assessment based on the individual RE exposure?
Question 38. If the assessment based on a portfolio basis were introduced, what are your views on whether it should be the only approach available in the Union or it should be an alternative approach to be applied at supervisory discretion on a case-by-case basis?

- it should be the only approach available in the Union
- it should be an alternative approach to be applied at supervisory discretion on a case-by-case basis
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 38.1 Please explain your response to question 38.

1.1.6.3. Eligibility of property under construction

**Issue**: According to the Basel III standards, in order for mortgage loans to be eligible for the preferential treatment provided for the RE exposure class, among others, the property securing the exposure must be ‘fully completed’ (see paragraph 60). At the same time, the Basel III standards provide a discretion to treat loans to individuals that are secured by residential property under construction as RE exposures. However, this preferential treatment is only available provided that the property under construction is a one-to-four family residential housing unit that will be the primary residence of the borrower (this does not include apartments within a larger construction project) or where the sovereign or PSEs have the legal powers and ability to ensure that the property under construction will be finished (see paragraph 60). Owner-occupied RE is supposed to have a lower credit risk, since the owner is expected to be more motivated to repay the loan for his/her own residence compared to other loans. The number of housing units within a property under construction that can be recognised as collateral is set at four, to take account of the situation that own-occupied houses are sometimes built with separate units for more than one family generation.

The current CRR already reflects the lower credit risk of owner-occupied RE, but without setting a clear threshold for the number of property under construction (Article 125).
Question 39. What are your views on the costs and benefits of implementing the preferential treatment for certain properties under construction as provided by the Basel III standards? Please provide relevant evidence supporting your view.

Question 40. Do you consider the threshold of one-to-four family residential housing units appropriate?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

1.1.6.4. Prudently conservative valuation criteria

**Issue**: The Basel III standards no longer distinguish between the market value (MV) concept and the mortgage lending value (MLV) concept for determining the value of RE collateral, but set out some general valuation criteria in paragraph 62 in order to simplify the treatment of RE exposures and make it more robust: “[T]he valuation must be appraised independently using prudently conservative valuation criteria. To ensure that the value of the property is appraised in a prudently conservative manner, the valuation must exclude expectations on price increases and must be adjusted to take into account the potential for the current market price to be significantly above the value that would be sustainable over the life of the loan. National supervisors should provide guidance setting out prudent valuation criteria where such guidance does not already exist under national law. If a market value can be determined, the valuation should not be higher than the market value”.

Question 41. Views are sought on the costs and benefits of the valuation criteria provided by the Basel III standards. In particular, how does this approach compare with the current approaches available under the CRR (MV and MLV) in terms of simplicity, comparability, risk-sensitivity, impact on RWAs and operational burden? Please provide relevant evidence supporting your view.
Question 42. Would you deem additional specifications necessary to clarify how the MV or the MLV currently used by institutions would need to be adjusted to meet the valuation criteria provided by the Basel III standards?

Would you deem further clarifications necessary to ensure a consistent application of the valuation criteria across the Union?

Please elaborate.

Question 43. What other measures could be taken to ensure that the value of RE collateral is sustainable over the life of the loan?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Question 44. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the valuation criteria for RE property?

Please explain.

1.1.6.5. (Re-)valuation: value at origination vs. current value
**Issue**: The Basel III standards state that the value of the property recognised for prudential purposes has to be capped at the property value measured at loan origination to reduce the possible cyclical effects of the valuation and keep own funds requirements for RE exposures more stable.

However, the current CRR (Article 208) requires the monitoring and, where indicated, the revaluation of RE collateral without preventing possible value adjustments upwards to reflect the increase in market value in particular where mortgage loans have long maturities.

**Question 45.** Views are sought on the costs and benefits of capping the property value at loan origination.

In particular, how does the approach provided by the final Basel III standards compare with the current approach of the CRR in terms of possible cyclical effects on RWs, risk-sensitivity, impact on RWAs and operational burden?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 46.** What other measures or safeguards could be provided to address possible cyclical effects of the re-valuation of real estate property?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

**Question 47.** In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the requirement for re-valuation of RE collateral?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
1.1.6.6. Land acquisition, development and construction (ADC) exposures – general treatment

**Issue:** With a view to increasing the risk sensitivity and robustness of the SA-CR, the Basel III standards introduce ADC as a new subset of RE exposures, which includes loans financing any of the land acquisition, development or construction of any properties where the source of repayment at origination of the exposure is either the future uncertain sale of the property or cash flows whose source is substantially uncertain (e.g. the property has not yet been leased to the occupancy rate prevailing in that geographic market for that type of real estate). ADC exposures are to be risk-weighted at 150% unless they meet certain criteria (see below 1.1.6.7.).

Similarly, the CRR currently requires the application of a 150% RW to ‘speculative immovable property financing’ (Article 128) which includes "loans for the purposes of the acquisition of or development or construction on land in relation to immovable property, or of and in relation to such property, with the intention of reselling for profit" (Article 4(1) (79)). Financing solely the acquisition of finished immovable property where the properties are acquired for resale purposes is hence to be treated as speculative immovable property financing under the CRR, but would not be included in the scope of ADC under Basel III, as the latter only refers to the acquisition of land for development and construction purposes but not to the acquisition of immovable properties.

**Question 48.** What are your views on the costs and benefits of replacing the existing treatment of ‘speculative immovable property financing’ with the treatment of ADC exposures as provided by the Basel III standards?

**Question 49.** Would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary concerning the scope or definition of ADC exposures?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant
1.1.6.7. ADC exposures – conditions for the application of 100% RW

**Issue:** The Basel III standards allow for the application of a preferential RW of 100% to ADC exposures where the general underwriting requirements applicable to RE exposures are met and the following condition is fulfilled: “*Pre-sale or pre-lease contracts amount to a significant portion of total contracts or substantial equity at risk. Pre-sale or pre-lease contracts must be legally binding written contracts and the purchaser/renter must have made a substantial cash deposit, which is subject to forfeiture if the contract is terminated. Equity at risk should be determined as an appropriate amount of borrower-contributed equity to the real estate’s appraised as-completed value*” (paragraph 75). The meaning of the terms ‘significant portion of total contracts’, ‘substantial equity at risk’ and ‘substantial cash deposits’ is not further specified.

**Question 50.** In relation to the condition for applying the preferential risk weight of 100% to certain ADC exposures, do you consider further specification necessary to ensure a harmonised application of this condition across the Union, for example by defining or quantifying any of the terms mentioned above?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.1.7. RW multiplier to certain exposures with currency mismatch

**Issue:** The Basel III standards introduce a 1.5 multiplier for the RW applicable to “retail and residential RE exposures to individuals where the lending currency differs from the currency of the borrower’s source of income” and where the borrowers have no natural or financial hedge against the foreign exchange risk resulting from the aforementioned currency mismatch. The resulting maximum RW to be applied is capped at 150%. Neither the Basel II standards nor the CRR contain a comparable provision. This provision is meant to address the higher credit risk that is deemed to be associated with exposures with a currency mismatch compared to those without currency mismatch.

**Question 51.** What are your views on the costs and benefits of introducing the RW multiplier described above?
Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 52. In your view, what other measures could be taken to address the risks associated with currency mismatches?

Question 52.1 Would the restriction of this measure to retail and residential RE exposures to individuals be appropriate to tackle such risks in the EU?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 52.2 Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on your response to question 52.1.

Question 53. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the treatment of exposures with currency mismatch under the SA-CR?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
1.1.8. Off-balance sheet (OBS) items

1.1.8.1. Definition of commitment

**Issue:** The Basel III standards introduce a definition of commitment with the aim to clarify one of the main concepts for the application of the credit risk framework to OBS items and to ensure consistency between the SA-CR and the IRBA (see 1.2.7.). In particular, ‘commitment’ means “any contractual arrangement that has been offered by the bank and accepted by the client to extend credit, purchase assets or issue credit substitutes. It includes any such arrangement that can be unconditionally cancelled by the bank at any time without prior notice to the obligor. It also includes any such arrangement that can be cancelled by the bank if the obligor fails to meet conditions set out in the facility documentation, including conditions that must be met by the obligor prior to any initial or subsequent drawdown under the arrangement” (paragraph 78). This definition explicitly includes unconditionally cancellable commitments (UCC). However, the Basel III standards provide a national discretion in footnote 53 whereby certain arrangements for corporates and SMEs can be exempted from the definition of commitments if a number of conditions are met.

**Question 54.** What is your view on the Basel III definition of commitments?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 55.** What is your view on the national discretion to exempt certain arrangements for corporates and SMEs from the definition of commitments?

In your view, which arrangements should be exempted from the definition of commitment, if any?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
Question 56. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of the treatment of off-balance sheet exposures?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.1.8.2. New credit conversion factors (CCF)

Issue: The Basel III standards modify the treatment of OBS items by introducing additional buckets of CCF. While the Basel II standards offered four different buckets (0%, 20%, 50% and 100%), the Basel III standards add two further buckets (10% and 40%), with the intention to make the treatment of OBS items more risk sensitive.

The CRR has implemented the Basel II standards, which are of a principle-based nature (i.e. they provide the main features that should be associated with each level of CCF), by providing a more detailed (although non exhaustive) list of the exposures assigned to each of the four buckets.

The reformed buckets result in the following main changes: a 10% CCF applies to UCCs instead of 0%; a 40% CCF applies to all other commitments, regardless of the maturity of the underlying facility while according to the current rules the corresponding CCFs are 20% for commitments with a maturity up to one year and 50% for all other commitments.

Question 57. What are the costs and benefits of the new CCF introduced by the Basel III standards?

In particular, how does the Basel III treatment of OBS items compare to the current treatment in terms of risk-sensitivity and impact on RWAs.

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
Question 58. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the treatment of OBS exposures?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.1.9. Other provisions

Question 59. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the SA-CR?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.

1.1.10. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 60. Which elements of the revised SA-CR, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most challenging to the least challenging revision.

Please provide relevant evidence on the one-off costs to substantiate your views.

Question 61. Which elements of the revised SA-CR, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden?
Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

1.2. Internal ratings based approaches (IRBA)

1.2.1. Reduction of the scope of internal modelling

**Issue**: The Basel III standards disallows the use of the Advanced IRBA (AIRBA) – under which institutions estimate probability of default (PD), loss given default (LGD), exposure at default (EAD) and maturity of an exposure – for exposures to corporates with consolidated annual revenues above €500 million and for exposures to institutions and other financial institutions. By contrast, the Basel II standards and the CRR do allow the use of the AIRBA in these cases. The Basel Committee considers that the low number of defaults observed in these asset classes makes it impossible for institutions to model all of the required risk parameters in a robust manner, and that disallowing the use of the AIRBA therefore removes an important source of RWA variability. The Foundation IRBA (FIRBA) remains available. In addition, and for similar reasons, the Basel III standards disallow the use the IRBA for equity exposures and instead require institutions to use the SA-CR (see 1.1.4.).

**Question 62.** What are your views on the costs and benefits of reducing the scope of internal modelling as described above? In particular, how would this reform impact the robustness and levels of RWAs for the affected portfolios? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

The approach taken by the Basel Committee has made credit intermediation by banks less likely to occur. Further non-banks which do not have these same capital requirements gain a competitive advantage. This is not beneficial for the maintenance of smaller financial institutions and not helpful for economic development.

**Question 63.** What other measures could be put in place to improve the robustness of internal estimates for the relevant asset classes? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.
Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Question 64. In your view, which other aspects, if any, might be considered in the context of the revision of the scope of internal modelling to address RWA variability?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Reduce the requirement.

1.2.2. PD – increase of the input floor

**Issue:** The Basel III standards require for each exposure with the exception of exposures in the sovereign asset class that the PD that is used as input into the IRBA RW formula and the calculation of expected loss must not be less than 0.05%. This percentage – a so-called input floor – constitutes an increase compared to the previous floor of 0.03% (which is implemented in the EU in Article 160 CRR) and is meant to ensure a minimum level of conservatism in model parameters while reducing undue RWA variability.

Question 65. Views are sought on the costs and benefits of increasing the PD input floor to 0.05%.

In particular, how does the increased floor compare with the current floor in terms of achieving the aim of decreased RWA variability? What is the impact of this change on RWA levels?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

We suggest using caution in adjusting this factor as input floors do not often take into account differences in various markets.

Question 66. In your view, how does the increased floor compare with the current floor in terms of achieving the aim of increased conservatism?
Would you consider a floor that implicitly assumes that a default occurs once every 2000 years to be sufficiently prudent?

Please explain.

Question 67. What other requirements or safeguards could be implemented in the area of PD estimation to achieve a minimum level of conservatism and/or reduce RWA variability?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 68. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the PD input floor?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.2.3. LGD – input floors under AIRBA

**Issue:** The Basel III standards require for each exposure treated under the AIRBA (with the exception of exposures in the sovereign asset class) that the LGD that is used as input into the IRB RW formula and the calculation of expected loss must not be less than certain percentages. These percentages – so-called input floors – apply to secured and unsecured exposures and range from 0% to 50%, depending on the type of the exposure and on the type of any applicable collateral (see paragraphs 85 and 121). The Basel III standards furthermore introduce a formula for the calculation of the input floor for partially secured exposures (see paragraph 86). The LGD input floors constitute a significant
change from the LGD floors of the Basel II framework (which apply at portfolio level to exposures secured by immovable property and are implemented in Article 164 CRR) and are intended to ensure a minimum level of conservatism in model parameters while reducing undue RWA variability.

**Question 69.** Views are sought on the costs and benefits of exposure-level LGD input floors. In particular, how do the floors compare with the current treatment in terms of achieving the aims of conservatism and RWA variability? What is the impact of this change on RWAs? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 70.** As regards the different types of exposures and collateral, to what extent do you consider that the LGD input floors maintain an adequate level of risk sensitivity with respect to the wide range of practices of EU institutions?

**Question 71.** What other requirements or safeguards could be implemented in the area of LGD estimation to achieve a minimum level of conservatism and/or reduce RWA variability?

**Question 72.** In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the LGD input floor? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
1.2.4. LGD – regulatory values under FIRBA

**Issue:** The Basel III standards modify the regulatory LGD values to be used under the FIRBA for both unsecured and secured exposures. For unsecured exposures, the regulatory LGD value for corporate exposures decreases from 45% to 40%. For secured exposures, the framework is adapted in a number of ways. A new formula is introduced to compute the regulatory LGD value for secured exposures (paragraph 74), which gives a uniform presentation of the two existing approaches to the recognition of collateral within the FIRBA and is meant to simplify the framework and to lead to more consistent interpretation and implementation. The minimum collateralisation requirement (paragraph 295 of Basel II, implemented in Article 230 CRR) is removed, the regulatory LGD values for secured exposures are reduced and the collateral haircuts are recalibrated. The overall effect of the changes relating to secured exposures is a greater sensitivity of regulatory LGDs to collateral values, leading to progressively lower risk weights compared to the current framework.

**Question 73.** Views are sought on the costs and benefits of the revised regulatory LGD values to be used under the FIRBA approach. In particular, how does the approach provided by the Basel III standards compare with the Basel II standards in terms of risk-sensitivity, impact on RWAs and operational burden? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 74.** In your view, are the regulatory LGD values sufficiently prudent in light of the decrease of the regulatory LGD value for unsecured corporate exposures and the changes affecting secured exposures? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
1.2.5. EAD – introduction of an input floor

**Issue:** The Basel III standards require for each exposure treated under the AIRBA (with the exception of exposures in the sovereign asset class) that own estimates of EAD that are used as input into the RW formula and the calculation of expected loss are not lower than the sum of: (i) the on balance sheet amount; and (ii) 50% of the OBS exposure using the applicable CCF in the SA (see paragraph 105). This so-called “input floor”, for which there is no precedent in the current framework, is intended to ensure a minimum level of conservatism in model parameters while reducing undue RWA variability.

**Question 76.** Views are sought on the costs and benefits of exposure-level EAD input floors. In particular, how do the floors compare with the current treatment in terms of achieving the aims of conservatism and RWA variability? What is the impact of this change on RWAs?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
Question 77. What other requirements or safeguards could be implemented in the area of EAD estimation to achieve a minimum level of conservatism and/or reduce RWA variability?

Question 78. In your view, which other aspects, if any, might be considered in the context of revising the EAD input floor? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.2.6. EAD – Scope of modelling

**Issue:** The Basel III standards restrict the use of own internal estimates of EAD to undrawn revolving commitments to extend credit, purchase assets or issue credit substitutes provided the exposure is not subject to a CCF of 100% in the FIRBA (see paragraph 105 for non-retail exposures and paragraph 125 for retail exposures).

By contrast, no comparable product-based restriction to EAD modelling exists in the current framework (as implemented in Article 166 CRR). The intention of the modification is to address unwarranted RWA variability. In light of this restriction of EAD modelling, the definition of undrawn revolving commitment (see 1.1.8.1 – in the SA-CR section) has particular importance.

Question 79. Views are sought on the costs and benefits of restricting the use of EAD modelling to undrawn revolving commitments. In particular, how would the removal of EAD modelling for other product types impact the robustness and level of RWAs for those portfolios?
Question 80. What other measures could be put in place to improve the robustness of internal estimates of EAD? Please specify and provide relevant evidence.

Question 81. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of the revision of the scope of internal modelling of EAD? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.2.7. EAD – regulatory CCF values

Issue: Under the FIRBA, the Basel III standards require the use of the same regulatory CCFs as those used under the SA (see paragraph 102). The Basel II standards contained the same rule in principle, but deviated from this principle for a number of product types (implemented in Article 166 CRR). For institutions applying these regulatory CCFs, the regulatory CCFs may thus change either because of the new direct reference to the SA CCFs or because of the modifications of the SA CCFs (as discussed in 1.1.8.2.). The intention of the modification is to address unwarranted RWA variability.

Question 82. What are your views on the costs and benefits of using SA CCFs for the FIRB Approach? How would this change impact the robustness and level of RWAs for the affected portfolios?
Question 83. What other measures could be put in place to improve the adequacy of the regulatory CCFs under the FIRB Approach?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Question 84. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of the revision of the regulatory CCFs under the FIRB Approach?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.2.8. Maturity factor – clarifications on the calculation of effective maturity

**Issue**: For institutions using the AIRBA, the Basel III standards require that, for revolving exposures, effective maturity must be determined using the maximum contractual termination date of the facility, and that institutions must not use the repayment date of the current drawing. This requirement is intended to be a clarification of paragraph 320 of the Basel II agreement (as implemented in Article 162 CRR) that already provides that effective maturity M should be set to the maximum remaining time that a borrower is permitted to take to fully discharge its contractual obligations under the terms of the loan agreement. This clarification is part of the Basel Committee’s general attempt to limit the range of practices regarding the estimation of model parameters under the IRB approaches to reduce unwarranted variability in RWA and to simplify the credit risk framework.

Question 85. What are your views on the costs and benefits of the proposed clarification regarding the determination of effective maturity?

In particular, how would the proposed change impact the robustness and level of RWAs under the AIRB Approach?
Question 86. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of the treatment of the maturity parameter?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.2.9. Sovereign exposures – no substantive change

Issue: In parallel to the discussions on the finalisation of Basel III, the BCBS also conducted a separate review of the regulatory treatment of sovereign exposures. The result of this review was published in a discussion paper alongside the Basel III standards, the main conclusion being that “the Committee has not reached a consensus to make any changes to the treatment of sovereign exposures”. As regards sovereign exposures under the IRBA, this has resulted in the Basel standards stating that “the treatment of sovereign exposures is unchanged from the Basel II framework (June 2006)”. However, the BCBS recognised that a strict interpretation of this “no change” principle as regards the IRBA would have undesirable consequences, as it would create significant complexity that would neither be necessary to achieve the desired policy outcome nor prudentially justified. As a result, when the BCBS published a draft consolidated framework in April 2019, it clarified in this framework that the December 2017 agreement is to be understood to mean that sovereign exposures are “exempted” merely from the arguably most restrictive modifications of the IRBA. Specifically, both the AIRBA and the FIRBA remain available for sovereign exposures, and no input floors apply to them. On the other hand, other (more technical) changes, such as those pertaining to data requirements for PD estimation, do apply to sovereign exposures in the same way as they do to corporate exposures and exposures to institutions. Also, it should be noted that the removal of the 1.06 scaling factor also applies to sovereign exposures, and that sovereign exposures are included in the calculations of the output floor.
Question 87. Views are sought on the treatment of sovereign exposures proposed in the BCBS consolidated framework referred to above.

In your view, how would the exemption from the removal of the IRBA and from the input floors, on the one hand, and the implementation of the remaining reforms of the IRBA, on the other hand, impact the robustness and levels of RWAs for sovereign exposures treated under the IRBA?

1.2.10. Sovereign exposures – public sector entities (PSEs) and regional governments and local authorities (RGLAs)

**Issue:** The Basel III standards do not specifically address the treatment of exposures to PSEs and RGLAs. However, as these exposures continue to be treated in the IRBA either like exposures to central governments or as exposures to institutions, they are affected by the changes to the treatment of these asset classes. Specifically, the revised Basel framework leaves the rules applicable to exposures to central governments largely unchanged (see 1.2.9.), while the rules applicable to exposures to institutions are subject to significant modifications intended to increase the robustness of internal modelling (see 1.2.1.). Most importantly, for exposures to institutions, the AIRBA would no longer be available, and a fixed LGD parameter and an increased PD input floor would apply under the FIRBA. By contrast, for exposures to central governments the AIRBA would continue to be available, and no input floors would apply.

Under the current framework, whether a PSE or RGLA is treated as central government or as institution under the IRBA is of relatively limited significance for the purpose of RWA calculations, as the rules applicable to each of these two asset classes are broadly similar. However, as a result of the aforementioned changes to the treatment of exposures to institutions under the revised framework, whether a PSE or RGLA is treated as central government or as institution would have potentially significant implications. For example, it can be expected that exposures to those PSE and RGLAs treated as central governments would see a reduction in RWAs (as a result of the removal of the 1.06 scaling factor), while exposures to those PSE and RGLAs treated as institutions would see an increase in RWAs (as a result of the input floors).
Question 88. What are your views on the costs and benefits of the proposed treatment of PSEs and RGLAs resulting from the changes applicable to exposures to central governments and exposures to institutions compared to the current framework? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Question 89. In your view, are there other ways to achieve more robust RWA estimates for exposures to PSEs and RGLAs that would mitigate the potentially significant differences in treatment described above?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 90. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of the revision of the treatment of PSEs and RGLAs? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.2.11. Additional enhancements of IRB risk parameter estimation practices

**Issue:** In addition, to the aforementioned reforms, the Basel III standards contain a significant number of modifications that provide greater specification of the practices that institutions may use in the calculation of internal risk parameter estimates. These modifications affect all risk parameters and are intended to reduce unwarranted RWA variability.

**Question 91.** What are your views on the proposed enhancements of IRB risk parameter estimation practices?
Question 92. What other measures could be put in place to improve the robustness of internal estimates? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Question 93. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of the revision of estimation practices to address unwarranted RWA variability? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.2.12. Other provisions

Question 94. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the IRBA? Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.

1.2.13. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 95. Which elements of the revised IRBA, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented? Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most
challenging to the least challenging revision. Please provide relevant evidence on the one-off costs to substantiate your views.

Question 96. Which elements of the revised IRBA, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

1.3. Credit risk mitigation – SA-CR

1.3.1. Removal of own estimates of haircuts and use of supervisory haircuts

Issue: In the comprehensive approach under the Basel III standards, institutions must use supervisory haircuts to adjust the exposure amount as well as the value of received collateral. The haircuts must take account of possible future fluctuations in the value of the exposure and the collateral value. Institutions are no longer allowed to use their own haircut estimates to reduce unwarranted RWA variability and increase comparability.

Question 97. What are the costs and benefits of replacing own estimates of haircuts with the use of supervisory haircuts? Please compare the approach under Basel III in terms of risk-sensitivity, comparability, impact on RWAs and operational burden with the current CRR treatment. Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
Question 98. Do the revisions affect certain exposure classes more than others?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 98.1 Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views on question 98.

1.3.2. Specific operational requirements for credit derivatives: restructuring as a credit event

**Issue**: In order to be recognised for credit risk mitigation purposes, a credit derivative must meet several operational requirements under the Basel III standards, including the specification of certain credit events. Credit events generally must include the restructuring of the underlying obligation. This particular event is not required in the case of hedges for corporate exposures under conditions set out in footnote 83 of the Basel III standards.

Question 99. What are the costs and benefits of the recognition of credit derivatives in cases where restructuring is not specified as a credit event?

Please compare the approach under Basel III in terms of risk-sensitivity, comparability, impact on RWAs and operational burden with the current CRR treatment.

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 100. Do the revisions affect certain exposure classes more than others?
Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

1.3.3. No recognition of $n^{th}$-to-default products as eligible CRM technique

**Issue:** In order to be recognised, purchased credit protection must cover the entire underlying pool according to the Basel III standards. If it covers only a subset of the pool, as in the case of $n^{th}$-to-default credit derivatives, in general the credit protection cannot be recognised.

**Question 101.** What are the costs and benefits of not recognising $n^{th}$-to-default credit protection?

Please compare the approach under Basel III in terms of risk-sensitivity, comparability, impact on RWAs and operational burden with the current CRR treatment.

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

1.3.4. Other provisions

**Question 102.** In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the CRM framework under the SA-CR?

Please specify and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.
1.3.5. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 103. Which elements of the revised of the CRM framework under the SA-CR, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most challenging to the least challenging revision.

Please provide relevant evidence on the one-off costs to substantiate your views.

Question 104. Which elements of the revised CRM framework under the SA-CR, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

1.4. Credit risk mitigation – IRBA

1.4.1. Unfunded credit protection (UFCP) – the treatment of AIRB exposures secured by SA-CR or FIRB guarantors

Issue: Under the Basel III standards, where an obligor is treated under the AIRBA and where this exposure is guaranteed by a guarantor treated under the FIRBA or SA-CR, the final RW should be computed according to the approach applied to direct exposures to the guarantor.

Question 105. What are the costs and benefits of the revised treatment of AIRB exposures secured by SA-CR or FIRB guarantors?
Please compare the approach under Basel III in terms of risk-sensitivity, comparability, impact on RWAs and operational burden with the current CRR treatment. Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 106. Would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary in this context to ensure consistency across the Union? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Question 106. Would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary in this context to ensure consistency across the Union?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 106.1 Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on your answer to question 106.

1.4.2. UFCP – relevant risk weight function and input floors to be used under the substitution approach
**Issue**: For the purpose of recognising the credit risk mitigating effects of UFCP, the risk weight function of the guarantor, including parameter input floors, should be used. This is to ensure that no better treatment under the CRM framework can be achieved than the one applicable to a comparable, direct exposure to the guarantor.

**Question 107.** What are the costs and benefits of the revised treatment of UFC under the substitution approach?

Please compare the approach under Basel III in terms of risk-sensitivity, comparability, impact on RWAs and operational burden with the current CRR treatment.

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

---

### 1.4.3. Eligibility and treatment of conditional guarantees

**Issue**: The Basel III standards render conditional guarantees ineligible for recognition under the SA-CR as well as under the IRBA. As an exception to this general rule, for the purpose of own EAD estimates institutions can continue to recognise guarantees that only cover losses remaining after the institution has first pursued the original obligor for payment and has completed the workout process.

**Question 108.** What are the costs and benefits of the limited recognition of conditional guarantees?

Please compare the approach under Basel III in terms of risk-sensitivity, comparability, impact on RWAs and operational burden with the current CRR treatment.

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

---

### 1.4.4. Other provisions
Question 109. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the CRM framework under the IRBA?

Please specify and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.

1.4.5. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 110. Which elements of the revised CRM framework under the IRBA, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most challenging to the least challenging revision.

Please provide relevant evidence on the one-off costs to substantiate your views.

Question 111. Which elements of the revised CRM framework under the IRBA, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

2. Securities financing transactions (SFTs)
2.1. Minimum haircut floors for certain SFTs

**Issue:** The Basel III standards introduce a minimum haircut floors framework for non-centrally cleared SFTs in which institutions provide financing to non-banks against collateral other than government securities ('in-scope SFTs'). Under this framework, institutions that engage in those SFTs are required to receive from non-banks a minimum amount of over-collateralisation. SFTs that do not comply with the minimum level of collateralisation would be subject to a more conservative capital requirement against counterparty credit risk, i.e. treated as unsecured loans to the respective counterparty (in other words, the mitigating effect of any collateral received would not be recognised). The introduction of minimum haircut floors in the Basel framework would limit the amount that non-banks can borrow against different categories of securities. This in turn, should restrain the build-up of excessive leverage outside of the banking system and reduce the procyclicality of that leverage. An **alternative option recommended by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in 2015** to meet these prudential objectives would be to introduce minimum haircut floors for in-scope SFTs via a market regulation. In this case, institutions would no longer be allowed to conduct those SFTs below the minimum haircut floors. A market regulation would ensure a level-playing field for all market participants should the Union decide in the future to introduce a similar market regulation for in-scope SFTs between non-banks, as also recommended by the FSB.

**Question 112.** How do you view the potential effectiveness of minimum haircut floors with regard to achieving their prudential objectives?

Would the incentive provided by the framework be sufficient to encourage institutions to meet the minimum level of over-collateralisation?

**Question 113.** Would the introduction of minimum haircut floors particularly affect certain types of in-scope SFTs or certain counterparties with which institutions conduct in-scope SFTs?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant
Question 114. Would you deem further clarifications necessary, for instance, concerning the scope of application of the framework or the formulas that identify in-scope SFTs non-compliant with the minimum haircut floors?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 115. As an alternative option to implementing minimum haircut floors for in-scope SFTs in the prudential framework as provided by the Basel III standards, such floors could be implemented via a market regulation.

How would you compare the two alternative options in terms of achieving the prudential objectives?

Would one of the two options affect more significantly the SFTs market?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 116. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of the possible implementation of minimum haircut floors in the Union?

Please specify and provide relevant evidence.

2.2. Other revisions to the calculation of the exposure at default for SFTs

Issue: The final Basel III standards revised some methods to calculate the exposure value for counterparty credit risk (CCR) arising from SFTs. The main changes include (i) the recalibration of supervisory haircuts; (ii) the removal of the use of own estimates of
collateral haircuts and (iii) amendments to the formula for the calculation of the exposure value of SFTs covered by a master netting agreement. In addition, the ‘Repo-VaR’ approach (internal models approach for master netting agreement under CRR) would no longer be permitted where institutions use the Standardised Approach for Credit Risk to assess the risk weights of their counterparties. Some of these revisions seek to enhance the risk-sensitivity of the methods used to calculate the SFTs exposure value for CCR. Others simplify these methods and improve the comparability across institutions. Incorporating the amendments into Union law would require a number of limited amendments to the CRR.

Question 117. What are your views on the expected effects of these revisions with regard to risk-sensitivity, recognition of netting, impact on RWAs and comparability across institutions?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 118. Would these revisions particularly affect certain types of SFTs or counterparties with which institutions conduct SFTs?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
- [ ] Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 118.1 Please support your view on question 118 with specific evidence to the extent possible.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 119. Would you face any operational burden to implement these revisions, particularly those revisions restricting the use of internal modelling?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
- [ ] Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant
Question 120. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of implementing the revisions to the calculation of the exposure value for SFTs in the counterparty credit risk framework? Please specify and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.

2.3. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 121. Which revisions related to SFTs, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented? Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most challenging to the least challenging revision. Please provide relevant evidence on the one-off costs to substantiate your views.

Question 122. Which revisions related to SFTs, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

3. Operational risk
3.1. Discretion to set the ILM equal to 1

**Issue:** The Basel III standards introduce a new standardised approach for operational risk (SA-OR) that combines a refined measure of gross income (Business Indicator, BI) with an institution’s own internal loss history over 10 years (Internal Loss Multiplier, ILM). The ILM is based on the assumption that institutions that have experienced greater operational risk losses historically are more likely to experience operational risk losses in the future. By default, all institutions with a BI that exceeds EUR 1 billion (“bucket 2” and “bucket 3” institutions) have to use an institution-specific ILM for calculating their operational risk regulatory capital. Supervisors may however exercise their discretion to neutralise the ILM for all institutions in their jurisdiction (i.e. set the ILM to 1). Institutions that encountered above-average losses in the past would then not be subject to higher own funds requirements while institutions with a more benign loss history would not be rewarded with a capital relief.

**Question 123.** How would exercising the discretion affect the link between capital incentives and management of operational risks?  
Please elaborate.

**Question 124.** Would you deem it necessary to mitigate possible cliff effects that might derive from the introduction of an institution-specific ILM?  
- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

3.2. Discretion to increase the loss data threshold to EUR 100,000

**Issue:** According to the Basel III standards, the loss history of an institution has a direct impact on its operational risk capital calculations, if an institution-specific ILM is applied. A proper identification and collection of relevant loss events is thus an important precondition to the capital calculation under the standardised approach. The minimum threshold for including a loss event in the data collection and calculation of average annual losses was set at EUR 20,000. Supervisors may however increase this threshold.
to EUR 100,000 for individual bucket 2 and 3 institutions in order to, for instance, tailor the operational risk framework to the heterogeneous risk profiles of the institutions.

Question 125. What are your views on how a loss data threshold that is increased for some institutions may affect the soundness and risk-sensitivity of the operational risk framework, the volatility of the ILM, its comparability between institutions, and the incentive to carefully manage small to medium-sized losses?

Please specify your views.

We have concerns over the ability to increase this threshold. Operational loss should be the focus of management and loss is included in the modeling and taken into account. Arbitrary increases can have a drastic effect on a smaller institution.

Question 126. If the discretion was retained, which conditions and criteria should be introduced in order to ensure a level playing field in its application by supervisors?

Please elaborate.

Question 127. Which threshold (EUR 20,000 or EUR 100,000) would better reflect the current threshold used for your loss data collection?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

EUR 20,000.

3.3. Discretion to use the ILM for bucket 1 institutions
**Issue**: In contrast to bucket 2 and 3 institutions, internal loss data does not affect the calculation of operational risk capital for bucket 1 institutions (i.e. with BI ≤ EUR 1 billion) as their calculations rely on BIC only. Institutions in bucket 1 may however apply to use their institution-specific ILM, if their loss data collection meets the relevant requirements.

**Question 128.** What are your views on how this discretion might affect the overall level of own funds for operational risk of bucket 1 institutions and the comparability within bucket 1?

Please elaborate your views.

**Question 129.** If the discretion was retained, which conditions and criteria should be introduced in order to ensure a level playing field in its application by supervisors?

Please elaborate.

**Question 130.** If the discretion was retained, do you consider this could help smoothing the transitioning of institutions from Bucket 1 to Bucket 2?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

**Question 130.1** Please elaborate on your response to question 130.
3.4. Discretion to request institutions to use less than five years when the ILM is greater than 1

**Issue:** Institutions are required to have ten years of high quality annual loss data to calculate their Loss Component, which is reduced to 5 years for institutions that transition to the standardised approach. Supervisors may require institutions to use less than five years of losses (as opposed to ILM=1), but only if the ILM is greater than 1 and supervisors believe the losses are representative of the institution’s operational risk exposure (for instance for newly established institutions).

**Question 131.** What are your views on the discretion for supervisory authorities to request the institutions to use less than 5 years of loss data (when the ILM >1)?

In which circumstances would such a request be justified?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

3.5. Exclusion of certain operational risk loss events

3.5.1. Materiality threshold

**Issue:** The SA-OR permits institutions to request supervisors to exclude certain operational loss events from the Loss Component (LC), under certain qualitative conditions (e.g. loss event is not representative of the current operational risk profile) (see paragraphs 27 to 29). Each Basel jurisdiction can determine the materiality threshold for exclusion of loss events (example of 5% of the average annual losses is given in Basel standard).

**Question 132.** What would you consider to be the appropriate thresholds for allowing a request for exclusion of loss events from loss data history, for current and divested activities?

Please explain and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
3.5.2. Minimum retention period

**Issue:** According to the SA-OR, losses can be excluded after being subject to a minimum retention period into the loss dataset, suggesting 3 years as an example.

**Question 133.** What would be in your view an appropriate minimum retention period for the losses that will be excluded from the loss dataset?

What would be an appropriate starting point of this period?

Please explain and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

3.6. Other operational risk topics

3.6.1. Governance and organisational requirements

**Issue:** In order to ensure that high standards of operational risk management are maintained at EU level, certain requirements related to governance, reporting and control of operational risk currently contained in the CRR and in the Commission Delegated Regulation 959/2018 (hereinafter: CDR) but not reflected in the new Basel SA, may need to be retained in Level 1 or Level 2 legislation. This concerns specifically the requirements referred to in Articles 320 and 321 CRR and corresponding provisions in the CDR. In relation to the collection of the loss data, the CDR envisages additional (compared to the SA-OR) requirements on the processes and procedures for loss data collection, quality and type of data that should be collected for the loss dataset or otherwise flagged.

---

4 E.g. the requirements to: have in place a well-documented assessment and management system for operational risk; an independent operational risk management function; regular monitoring and reporting of operational risk exposures and loss experience; routines for ensuring compliance and policies for the treatment of non-compliance; subject operational risk assessment and management processes internal or external auditor reviews, etc.
Question 134. What are your views on retaining the aforementioned CRR provisions and adapting the corresponding CDR provisions with a view to maintain their binding status?

Question 135. Does your institution already comply with the relevant requirements?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 135.1 Please list the requirements that are not currently applicable to your institution and whether there is any additional operational burden associated with achieving compliance.

Question 136. Are there any concerns in terms of proportionality that you would consider important to raise?

Which threshold would you consider appropriate for the applicability of the governance and organisational requirements?

Please elaborate.

3.6.2. ICAAP and Pillar 2
**Issue:** A majority of the institutions is currently using a quantitative approach for operational risk economic capital, and a minority is planning to rely on the SA-OR for ICAAP purposes. The elements most commonly used by institutions in employing quantitative approaches for determining their economic capital for operational risk as part of the ICAAP are internal loss data, followed by scenarios, external loss data and key risk indicators (See paragraph 139 of the EBA’s “Policy Advice on the Basel III reforms: Operational Risk”). The SA-OR only requires internal loss data.

**Question 137.** What are your views on requiring the inclusion of the abovementioned elements (internal loss data, scenarios, external loss data and key risk indicators) in the ICAAP for operational risk?

Please explain your reasoning in case of disagreement (separately for each element).

**Question 138.** Would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary concerning the ICAAP for operational risk?

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

**Question 139.** What threshold would you consider appropriate for the applicability of the aforementioned ICAAP requirements for Pillar 2?

Please elaborate.

---

3.6.3. Identifying BIC items in Financial Reporting (FINREP)
**Issue:** The items for calculating the BIC component are based on income statement and balance sheet data. However, the SA-OR does not provide details and does not cater for differences in accounting statements across Basel jurisdictions. In the EU, however, the rows and/or columns of the relevant tables in FINREP templates may serve as a reference for a harmonised identification of BIC items, including in Member States that use national Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).

**Question 140.** What are your views on the costs and benefits of using FINREP templates as a reference for a harmonised identification of BIC items in the EU? Please substantiate your views with relevant evidence.

**Question 141.** What are your views on introducing a mapping table via Level 2 measures to allow for timely updates in case the corresponding FINREP standards change? Please elaborate.

**Question 142.** In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of mapping BIC components and FINREP items? Please elaborate.

### 3.7. Other provisions
Question 143. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the operational risk framework?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.

3.8. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 144. Which elements of the revised SA-OR, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most challenging to the least challenging revision.

Please provide relevant evidence on the one-off costs to substantiate your views.

Question 145. Which elements of the revised SA-OR, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

4. Market risk
4.1. Converting the reporting requirement into an own funds requirement

**Issue:** As a first step, EU co-legislators agreed to implement in the CRR the new market risk standards published by the BCBS in 2016 (so-called “FRTB framework”) as a reporting requirement. Reporting on market risk in accordance with the FRTB framework will start once the revised elements of the FRTB framework, finalised by the BCBS in 2019, are incorporated in Union law (by means of a delegated act for the elements of the standardised approach (SA-MR) and by means of regulatory technical standards and guidelines developed by the EBA for the elements of the internal model approach (IMA)). As a second step to finalise the implementation of the FRTB framework in the Union, the Commission services are now assessing how to appropriately convert the FRTB reporting requirement under CRR into a binding own funds requirement.

**Question 146.** What considerations should be taken into account regarding the implementation of the revised trading book boundary? Please specify and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 147.** What considerations should be taken into account in implementing any other revised elements of the FRTB framework, finalised by the BCBS in 2019? Please specify and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

4.2. Introduction of the simplified standardised approach
**Issue**: The Basel III standards introduce a new SA-MR, which is more risk sensitive than the Basel 2.5 SA-MR, with the aim to act as a credible backstop to the new IMA. At the same time, the BCBS acknowledged the operational challenge posed by the implementation and the maintenance of the Basel III SA-MR, as in particular institutions with medium-sized trading books might not require the level of sophistication introduced by the Basel III SA-MR due to their more limited market risks. Therefore, the BCBS allows such institutions to use the existing, simpler SA-MR under the Basel 2.5 framework as an alternative for calculating their own funds requirement for market risk. At the same time, the BCBS agreed to recalibrate this “simplified” SA-MR to ensure a sufficiently conservative calibration of own funds requirements for these institutions, better aligned with the revised calibration of the market risk framework. To this end, different scalars have been applied to the different RWs for asset class under the simplified SA-MR.

**Question 148.** What are your views on the introduction of the simplified SA-MR, in particular the revised calibration proposed by the BCBS? What would be the impact on RWAs and which types of activities or transactions, if any, would be particularly affected by the revised calibration? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

---

4.3. Treatment of investments in collective investment undertakings (CIUs)

**Issue**: Compared to the original FRTB standards published in 2016, the final Basel III standards contain several revisions to the treatment of market risks emanating from investments in CIUs. First, the conditions for the eligibility of CIUs to be allocated to the trading book have been relaxed. Second, a number of approaches have been designed in the trading book to calculate the own funds requirements for CIUs):

- The IMA would only be allowed where a look-through is possible. Under this approach, institutions would have to consider the CIU as a portfolio of its underlying instruments.
The SA-MR may be used where either (i) a look-through is possible or (ii) the mandate of the fund is available and daily price quotes can be obtained. In the first case, institutions have to consider the CIU as a portfolio of its underlying assets for the calculation of the capital requirement under the SA. In the second case, three different approaches are possible: first, a preferential treatment for funds tracking an index benchmark, second the creation of a hypothetical portfolio which is based on the mandate of the CIU and subject to supervisory approval (the "mandate-based approach"), and third treating the investment as an unrated equity exposure (the so-called "single equity approach").

Question 149. What are your views on the costs and benefits of implementing the conditions provided by the Basel III standards for allocating investment in CIUs to the trading book? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 150. What are the proportion and characteristics of the CIUs where a look-through is possible and how frequent is this possible? Please provide relevant evidence.

Question 151. What are the proportion and characteristics of the CIUs traded in the EU for which the mandate of the CIU is available and daily price quotes can be obtained? Please provide relevant evidence.
Question 152. Would you consider that the revised conditions for the application of the IMA for CIUs would significantly affect investments in those instruments?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 153. Would you consider that the revised approaches for calculating the own fund requirements for CIUs in the SA-MR would significantly affect investments in those instruments?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 154. What are your views in relation to the conditions and approaches under the Basel III SA-MR for the treatment of CIUs?

In particular, how do the approaches compare in terms of operational burden?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

4.4. Date of application of new own funds requirements for market risk

Issue: The BCBS agreed on the 1 January 2022 as the date of application of the final Basel III standards including for market risk. Based on the current EU legislation in force, it can be expected that institutions will become subject to the new reporting requirement based on the Basel III SA-MR in the first quarter of 2021. It can also be expected that the reporting of the own funds calculations in relation to the IMA under Basel III will not commence before the third quarter of 2023. This longer timeframe for the IMA would allow for sufficient time for the EBA to develop the regulatory technical standards introducing the revised quantitative requirements for using the IMA and for supervisors to take all the necessary steps to properly implement and approve the new market risk models.
Question 155. Views are sought regarding the date of application of the new own funds requirements for market risk.

Taking into account the time needed for the legislative process to implement the new own fund requirements for market risk in the EU and the time-consuming model approval process, which date would you consider appropriate for the application of the FRTB framework as a binding own fund requirements in the Union?

4.5. Other provisions

Question 156. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the market risk framework?

Please specify and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.

4.6. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 157. Which elements/revisions of the SA-MR and, respectively, IMA, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most challenging to the least challenging revision.

Please provide relevant evidence on the expected one-off costs to substantiate your views.
Question 158. Which elements/revisions of the SA-MR and, respectively, IMA, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

5. Credit valuation adjustment (CVA) risk

5.1. Revised CVA framework

Issue: The final Basel III standards remove the use of an internally modelled approach for CVA risk and provide two standardised approaches: a more complex approach, termed ‘standardised approach’ (SA-CVA) and a relatively simpler approach termed ‘basic approach’ (BA-CVA). The SA-CVA builds on the Basel III market risk framework by using fair value sensitivities to market risk factors of a principle-based definition of CVA. The BA-CVA builds on the current standardised method for CVA risk. In addition, the final Basel III standards enhanced the risk sensitivity of the CVA framework by taking into account the exposure component of CVA risk along with its associated hedges while the previous CVA framework currently implemented in the EU captures only the credit spread risk of CVA.

Question 159. Views are sought on the cost and benefits of implementing the revised CVA framework in the EU. In particular, how do the approaches provided by the final Basel III standards compare with the current approach of the CRR in terms of impacts on RWAs and operational burden? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
Question 160. Would in your view any type of transactions be particularly affected by the implementation of the revised CVA framework in the Union?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 160.1 Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views on question 160.

Question 161. One of the main objectives of the final Basel III standards was to enhance the risk-sensitivity of the CVA framework.

Are there in your view elements of the approaches of the revised CVA framework that do not achieve these objectives?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 162. The final Basel III standards extend the scope of CVA risks subject to the framework.

In this context, what are your views on the capacity of institutions in the EU to manage and hedge all CVA risks?

Are CVA hedges under the SA-CVA and BA-CVA appropriately recognised?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 163. Would you see particular challenges to implement the Basel III standards on CVA risk by the internationally agreed deadline?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant
5.2. Exemptions under the CRR

**Issue:** Similarly to the initial Basel III standard on CVA risk published in 2011, the final Basel III standards do not exempt any particular transactions from the calculation of the capital requirement for CVA risk. By contrast, the CRR provides a number of exemptions from the CVA framework, mostly covering derivative transactions with counterparties that were exempted from the clearing/margining mandates under Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 (EMIR) (certain non-financial, sovereign, intra-group and pension fund counterparties), with the aim to prevent a potentially excessive increase in the cost of derivative transactions for those counterparties due to the introduction of the own funds requirements for CVA risk. However, the CVA risk of the exempted counterparties under the CRR may still be a source of significant risk for some of the institutions that benefit from those exemptions.

**Question 164.** How do institutions currently manage the CVA risks arising from the counterparties exempted from the current CVA framework under CRR? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 165.** What would you consider to be the potential impacts on RWAs and in terms of operational burden stemming from removing the existing exemptions under the CRR would have? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 166.** In your view, which clarifications, if any, should be provided regarding the definition of the current exemptions, should these exemptions be retained under the CRR? Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
5.3. Proportionality in the CVA framework

**Issue:** According to the final Basel III standards, institutions with an aggregate notional amount of non-centrally cleared derivatives lower than or equal to €100 billion may calculate their own funds requirements for CVA risk as a simple multiplier of their own funds requirements for counterparty credit risk. This simplified approach for CVA risks was introduced to provide institutions with smaller derivatives portfolios with a simple alternative to the revised CVA framework.

The CRR introduced simplified standardised approaches for counterparty credit risk subject to certain eligibility criteria based on the market or fair-value of derivative transactions instead of notional values (Article 273a).

**Question 167.** Views are sought on the costs and benefits of the simplified approach provided by the Basel III standards to calculate the own funds requirements for CVA risks. In particular, what would be the impact in terms of RWAs and operational burden?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

**Question 168.** Would you consider a simple multiplier applied to the own funds requirements for counterparty credit risk to provide an appropriate proxy for determining the own funds requirement for CVA risks of institutions with smaller derivatives portfolios?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

**Question 169.** Views are sought on the appropriateness of the EUR 100 billion threshold for allowing institutions to use the simplified approach.
How would this threshold compare to the eligibility criteria for the use of the existing simplified approach to calculate the own funds requirements for CVA risks under Article 385 of the CRR?

How would the EUR 100 billion threshold compare to the eligibility criteria for the use of the simplified methods to calculate the exposure value for counterparty credit risk under Article 273a CRR?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

5.4. Internal CVA under the SA-CVA

Issue: Under the most risk sensitive approach provided by the Basel III standards, the SA-CVA, institutions are allowed to internally model CVA sensitivities in order to calculate the own fund requirements for CVA risks. This internal CVA has to meet a number of principles, aligned with common assumptions used by institutions to model CVA for accounting purposes (‘accounting CVA’), and must be approved by supervisors.

Question 170. What are your views on the principle-based definition of internal CVA sensitivities under the SA-CVA?

Would these principles be aligned with the accounting CVA?

Would these principles create undesirable effects or excessive operational burden if not aligned with these principles used for the accounting CVA?

What would be the potential solutions to address those misalignments?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.
Question 171. In your view, what considerations should be taken into account in the supervisory permission process set up to approve internal CVA under the SA-CVA?

5.5. Fair-value SFTs under the CVA framework

Issue: The revised CVA risk framework requires institutions to calculate an own funds requirement for CVA risk for SFTs measured at fair-value for accounting purposes.

Question 172. What are your views regarding the inclusion of fair-valued SFTs in the scope of the revised CVA framework in terms of impacts on RWA and operational burden?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 173. Which portion of institutions’ SFTs portfolios is fair-valued for accounting purposes and according to which accounting standards?

What are the features of those SFT transactions?

Would the introduction of those SFTs in the scope of the revised CVA framework particularly affect those activities?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

5.6. Other provisions
Question 174. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of revising the CVA framework? Please specify and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.

5.7. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 175. Which elements of the revised CVA framework, respectively, IMA, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented? Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most challenging to the least challenging revision. Please provide relevant evidence on the expected one-off costs to substantiate your views.

Question 176. Which elements of the revised CVA framework, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden? Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

6. Output floor (OF)

6.1. Material scope of application
**Issue**: The OF introduced by the Basel III standards intends to ensure that institutions’ own funds requirements do not fall below 72.5% of the own funds requirements derived under the standardised approaches. More specifically, the floor applies to institutions’ calculations of RWAs which in turn are to be used for the calculation of the applicable own funds requirements in order to reduce excessive variability of RWAs and to enhance the comparability of risk-based capital ratios. In terms of own funds requirements that need to be calculated on the basis of floored RWAs, the Basel III standards refer to the Pillar 1 requirements, the capital conservation buffer requirement, the countercyclical capital buffer requirement, as well as the buffer requirements for global systemically-important and, respectively, other systemically-important institutions (G-/O-SIIIs) and the total loss-absorbing capacity (TLAC) requirements. However, in addition to the above-listed requirements, the risk-based capital framework in the EU currently also includes the systemic risk buffer (SRB) and Pillar 2 requirements (P2R).

**Question 177. What are your views on the relative costs and benefits of including in the calculation of the OF more own funds requirements than those explicitly mentioned in the Basel III standards?**

In particular, how would such broader material scope compare to the scope required by the Basel III standards in terms of impact on RWAs, risk-sensitivity, comparability, complexity and operational burden?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

The output floor penalizes the treatment of those loans with secure collateral and penalize those financial institutions with a lower risk profile. We believe the current approach under the CRR and CRD is currently preferable to the Basel approach that takes into account collateralisation differences and different legal systems that exist in the member states.

**Question 178. Would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary concerning the material scope of the OF?**

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

**6.2. Level of application**

**Issue**: The Basel III standards do not specify the level of application of the OF.
Question 179. Views are sought on the relative costs and benefits of applying the OF at all levels of the banking group (i.e. individual, sub-consolidated and consolidated) or solely at the highest level of consolidation in the EU.

In particular, how do the two approaches compare in terms of impact on RWAs, comparability, complexity and operational burden?

Please provide relevant evidence to substantiate your views.

Question 180. In your view, how would the two approaches affect the internal risk allocation across banking groups, in particular those with specific group structures or business models at subsidiary level?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

Question 181. What other solutions or safeguards could be envisaged as alternatives to your preferred approach?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

6.3. Transitional measures

Issue: The Basel III standards foresee a 5-year transitional path for institutions to grow into and adjust to the new requirement, as well as the possibility of a “transitory cap” that temporarily prevents that RWA increase more than 25% because of the OF.
Question 182. In your view, should both of the transitional measures provided by the Basel III standards be implemented in the EU?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 182.1 If yes, please elaborate on your response to question 182.

A longer transition period would be preferable to allow for ample time to adjust.

Question 183. Would you deem further refinements or clarifications necessary concerning the transitional measures?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 184. In your view, what measures, if any, should be taken to ensure a smooth implementation of the OF?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence.

A longer transition period is desirable as the overall effect on many of the changes can be significant. Adjusting balance sheets accordingly can take time and often be a function of the overall economy which is often uncertain.

6.4. Other provisions

Question 185. In your view, which other aspects, if any, should be considered in the context of implementing the OF?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most important to the least important aspect.
6.5. Implementation challenges and administrative burden

Question 186. Which elements of the OF, if any, would you deem particularly challenging to be implemented?

Please elaborate and rank your answers from the most challenging to the least challenging revision.

Please provide relevant evidence on the expected one-off costs to substantiate your views.

Question 187. Which elements of the OF, if any, would in your view cause additional administrative burden?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence on the expected recurring costs.

7. Centralised supervisory reporting and pillar 3 disclosures

**Issue:** The BCBS completed the standards on Pillar 3 disclosure requirements in December 2018. They accompany the finalised Basel III reforms of December 2017. Most of the updated Pillar 3 disclosure requirements have been implemented in the EU as part of the recent review of the CRR/D. As in the case of supervisory reporting requirements, EBA is mandated to develop implementing technical standards for disclosures.

Under the current framework, institutions need to process the same data according to two separate schemes: one for supervisory reporting and one for disclosures. As regards the latter, the CRR requires institutions to disclose all the information in one single document
or a separate section of the financial report (Article 434). The Fitness Check on Supervisory Reporting (Public consultation on fitness check on supervisory reporting) and the Call for Evidence EU regulatory framework for financial services conducted by the Commission clearly identified that institutions consider reporting and disclosure requirements as important cost factors. Therefore it is important that the framework for reporting and disclosure does not cause undue burden. This is likely to be particularly relevant for non-complex and other institutions (than large ones) as defined in point (145) of Article 4(1) of the CRR.

Taking into account the similar content of technical standards on supervisory reporting and disclosures and to ensure coherence of the information to be reported and disclosed, respectively, the EBA established a single process for developing supervisory reporting and disclosure standards. Since 2018 the EBA in cooperation with the European Central Bank and national competent authorities (NCAs) has been working to create the European Centralised Infrastructure for Supervisory Data (EUCLID) (For more information on EUCLID, see page 70 of the EBA's "Annual Report 2017"). It is expected that from end-2020 the EBA will collect supervisory data from all institutions as opposed to the current sample consisting of around 200 large institutions.

Question 188. Once EUCLID is fully implemented, would you support that the EBA, on the basis of the collected supervisory data from all institutions established in the Union, centrally discloses the information of all those institutions that are subject to disclosure requirements under CRR/D, thereby relieving institutions from mandatory disclosures?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
- [ ] Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 189. If you support centralising disclosures at the EBA, please explain:

189.1 whether in your view stakeholders (investors, etc.) would have the benefit in accessing disclosures of all institutions in one internet place?

Yes there would be benefits and make it easier for sharing among prudential regulators.
189.2 whether in your view a single location policy should be applicable to all type of institutions: small non-complex, large and other institutions?

We are concerned about any changes for small non-complex institutions as any change can represent a cost factor (i.e. programming, training, auditing, etc...). Avoiding duplicative or additional reporting is most desirable at all costs.

189.3 how responsibilities for the disclosed information should be shared between institutions, competent authorities and the EBA?

8. Sustainable finance

Issue: In the context of the last CRR/D review, co-legislators reflected on the Paris Agreement on climate change and its impact on prudential regulation and agreed on three actions dedicated to sustainable finance:

- a mandate for the EBA to assess the inclusion of environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks in the supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP) and submit a report on its findings to the Commission, the European Parliament and to the Council; on the basis of the outcome of its report, the EBA may, if appropriate, issue guidelines regarding the uniform inclusion of ESG risks in the SREP (Article 98(8) CRD);

- a requirement for large, listed institutions to disclose ESG risks, including physical risks and transition risks (Article 449a CRR);

- a mandate for the EBA to assess on the basis of available data and the findings of the Commission High-Level Expert Group on Sustainable Finance, whether a dedicated prudential treatment of exposures related to assets or activities associated substantially with environmental and/or social objectives would be justified (Article 501c CRR).
Further to this work, the Commission has launched a study on the development of tools and mechanisms for the integration of ESG risks into institutions’ risk management, business strategies and investment policies as well as into prudential supervision. Final results of this study are expected for beginning of 2021.

As part of its Action Plan on Sustainable Finance, the Commission proposed a regulation for a framework for the establishment of an EU classification of environmentally sustainable economic activities (so-called “EU taxonomy”) (COM(2018)353 final - 24.05.2018). In parallel, the Commission set up a technical expert group on sustainable finance (TEG) that was tasked to already advice on a taxonomy for climate change mitigation and adaptation. While the negotiations on the legislative proposal are still ongoing, the TEG has in the meantime published its report.

Question 191. In your view, which further measures, if any, could be taken to incorporate ESG risks into prudential regulation without pre-empting ongoing work as set out above?

Please elaborate and provide relevant evidence to substantiate your view.

While all institutions want to do their role in supporting efforts to combat the effects of climate change, we urge caution in adopting specific standards on underwriting or investments until the effects on safety and soundness can be properly understood.

9. Fit and proper

9.1. Key function holders

The Capital Requirements Directive (CRD) includes some provisions on the role of competent authorities in the assessment of the suitability of members of the management
body. It does not, however, provide for assessment by competent authorities of the suitability of other individuals holding positions of responsibility.

The Joint ESMA and EBA Guidelines on the assessment of the suitability of members of the management body and key function holders (“the Joint ESMA/EBA Guidelines”) go further. They specify that, for significant CRD-institutions, competent authorities should also assess the suitability of some key function holders (as defined in the guidelines), namely the heads of internal control functions and the chief financial officer (CFO), where they are not members of the management body.

Competent authorities do not, however, always comply with this point of the guidelines. Where they do, the criteria on which the assessment is based vary widely. Given, however, that key function holders play a pivotal role in ensuring the sound and prudent management of institutions, it is important that their suitability be assessed in a consistent way.

With a view to ensuring greater consistency in the approach adopted by competent authorities and to remove possible scope for ambiguity in the current provisions it is important to reflect on the need to expand, in the CRD, the scope of competent authorities’ role in fit and proper assessment to include the assessment of some key function holders.

**Question 192. What would be the benefits and drawbacks of including the requirement for competent authorities to perform a fit and proper assessment of at least some key function holders in the CRD?**

While fit and proper assessments can be part of any examination process, we are concerned to the extent the judgment of a competent authority may be substituted for the judgment of a member owned-democratically elected board. Caution should be given when exercising any action based on this assessment.

**Question 193. In your view, would it be useful to identify key function holders in a descriptive manner, and/or to specify certain roles as belonging, by default, to the set of key function holders?**

Please consider the practical implications of each option and the need for clarity and consistent application across institutions and competent authorities.

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
- [ ] Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant
Question 193.1 Please elaborate on your response to question 193 and provide evidence.

There should not be specific descriptors but flexibility should be left to the institution to shape the roles of its key officials.

Question 194. Were the CRD to specify a number of roles that would be considered, by their very nature, to be occupied by key function holders, which specific roles should, in your view, be included in this list?

CEO and CFO, Board.

Question 195. Views are also sought as to whether the scope of key function holders subject to fit and proper assessment should be limited to those holding these positions at group level or whether it should also include key function holders at the level of each institution?

Please elaborate and provide evidence.

Question 196. Should the key function holders be subject to fit and proper assessments by competent authorities, on what criteria could this assessment be performed?

9.2. Competent authorities' assessment of the suitability of members of the management body
9.2.1. Supervisory procedure

9.2.1.1. Ex ante and ex post approval and ex post notification

The CRD provides substantive rules and guidance on fit and proper requirements but does not prescribe the type of procedure to follow. Competent authorities are therefore free to choose whether to apply an ex ante or an ex post approval procedure when assessing the suitability of members of the management body, which leads to significant variation in practices. This triggers, for example, situations where unsuitable individuals occupy highly influential positions only for it later to emerge that they fail the fit and proper criteria, at which point it can be difficult to remove them.

With a view to having more consistent practices and avoiding situations where the suitability of individuals is put into questions at too late a stage, it is important to reflect on the need to introduce in the CRD a requirement with a consistent approach to conducting the assessment, for example by having an ex ante procedure.

**Question 197. Please explain what you consider to be the advantages and disadvantages of competent authorities conducting ex ante and ex post approval, respectively, of suitability of members of the management body.**

The advantage is that a vacancy in a position can be filled quickly. The institution will likely conduct a background check before hiring or electing someone to the board. We also suggest that only a relatively small number of persons hired or elected are ever the subject of objection by a competent authority.

**Question 198. If, in your jurisdiction, institutions are required to request approval for the appointment of members of the management body only after they take up their position, please explain what, if anything, would make it difficult for you to adapt to an ex ante system.**

**Question 199. One issue that has been raised in the past in relation to ex ante assessment is avoiding vacant positions on the board. Please explain, based on your experience, to what extent this...**
can be overcome (if it is an issue in the first place) giving examples and making reference where appropriate to succession planning and procedures in place for identifying skills/experience that could be particularly difficult to replace.

While succession planning is important, it often cannot anticipate every situation that may occur.

Question 200. Which specific positions within the board and/or senior management of institutions do you believe should be considered as part of an ex ante assessment, given the responsibilities they hold and the risks they may pose?

Please provide evidence and/or examples to support your views.

9.2.1.2. Processing of applications for fit and proper approval

The Joint ESMA/EBA Guidelines state that competent authorities should, as a rule, complete the fit and proper assessment within a maximum period of four months (or up to six months if there are suspensions when the competent authority is awaiting information requested from the institution). The implications of this deadline are clearly different according to whether the assessment is being conducted *ex ante* or *ex post*. If the CRD were to include a requirement for competent authorities to assess at least some members of the management body (and key function holders) *ex ante*, it is important to reflect on whether additional certainty could be given to institutions by also including provisions on the timelines for assessment by competent authorities in the CRD.

Question 201. Considering a scenario in which at least some fit and proper assessments were to be conducted by competent authorities *ex ante*, what would be, for you, the costs and benefits of a deadline for the assessment of proposed board members being set in the CRD?

What would you consider a reasonable period of time for the assessment?
Question 202. Do you currently use, or have you envisaged, other timelines for approval, e.g. whereby institutions only have a limited time to provide the additional information requested, or where the length of the assessment period depends on the specific type of position?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 203. If competent authorities had a fixed time period for giving their approval to proposed new board appointments, would you nonetheless consider it preferable for a decision to be issued in cases where the competent authority decides to approve a candidate?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 203.1 Could you instead envisage a system of “tacit approval” (i.e. whereby, if no decision has been issued by the deadline, the institution can consider the candidate approved)?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 203.2 Please elaborate on your response to question 203 and 203.1.

Any process should include proper due process and allow the individual to submit mitigating evidence to any objection by a competent authority. Denials should be accompanied by a stated reason for the denial with an appeals process available.

9.2.2. Proportionality

The Joint ESMA/EBA Guidelines define significant CRD-institutions for the purpose of fit and proper assessments as including:
1. global systemically important institutions,

2. other systemically important institutions,

3. other CRD-institutions “as determined by the competent authority or national law, based on an assessment of the institutions’ size and, internal organisation, and the nature, scope and complexity of their activities”.

The concept of proportionality already applies to the requirements for “fit and proper” assessment, but may need to be expanded upon depending on the other possible changes as set out above. In particular, if competent authorities are to be required to conduct fit and proper assessments of key function holders (in addition to the members of the management body) and/or to conduct some of these assessments ex ante, it would be important to reflect on the need to have specific provisions on proportionality. For example, this could mean having a differentiated approach depending on the size and the risk profile of the institution (e.g. *ex ante* assessment for members of the management body and key function holders for large/significant institutions) and/or depending on the sensitivity of the roles and positions (e.g. CEO, executive directors, Chair of the board or committees or heads of internal control functions always being assessed by competent authorities).

**Question 204.** Should the scope and format of fit and proper assessments be adapted to take into account the principle of proportionality, including in relation to any new provisions such as those discussed in Sections 9.2.1.1. and 9.2.1.2.?  
- Yes  
- No  
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

**Question 204.1** Please elaborate on your reply to question 204 and provide examples.

---

**Question 205.** What specific criteria would you consider appropriate as a basis for allowing some degree of proportionality in the fit and proper assessment, including in relation to any new provisions such as those discussed in Sections 9.2.1.1. and 9.2.1.2?
Views are also sought on the possibility of granting competent authorities the right to apply supervisory judgement to enlarge the scope of their assessment based on the risk profile of the institution/role.

Question 206. What specific risks do you see in allowing some degree of proportionality in the application of any new provisions, such as those discussed in Sections 9.2.1.1. and 9.2.1.2., on the timing of the approval of board members by competent authorities and of key function holders?

9.2.3. Roles on the management body, individual and collective suitability

The Basel Guidelines on Corporate governance principles for banks ("the Basel Guidelines") state that the management board in its supervisory function (referred to in the Basel Guidelines as "the board") should hold members of the management board in its management function (referred to in the Basel Guidelines as "senior management") accountable for their actions, and that board members' knowledge, skills and experience should be assessed "given their responsibilities". At present, the responsibilities of the board as a whole are set out in CRD, in the Joint ESMA/EBA Guidelines and in the EBA Guidelines on Internal Governance, but not those of individual members.

In its paper Strengthening Governance Frameworks to Mitigate Misconduct Risk: A Toolkit for Firms and Supervisors ("the FSB Toolkit"), the FSB observes that “accountability can be reinforced by clearly identifying key responsibilities and assigning them to individuals”, and explains that such a system can mitigate the risk of misconduct. The FSB Toolkit further describes the types of roles and responsibilities that could be identified, how they can be assigned, and how this process can facilitate the assessment of individuals’ suitability for their designated roles.
With a view to strengthening the accountability of members of the management body, it is important to reflect on whether the CRD could incorporate these ideas by including a requirement for institutions to clearly define the roles and responsibilities of each member on the management body and key function holders. This could also help make fit and proper assessments, both by institutions and competent authorities, more informed and targeted.

Question 207. What would be the benefits and drawbacks of designing an accountability regime whereby the management body of each institution would be required to draw up a statement of responsibilities of each of its members clearly identifying the activities for which they are responsible, beyond the sole responsibilities linked to their membership of specialised committees (e.g. risk committee, remuneration committee)?

This appears to be micro-managing a financial institution. This type of planning occurs in financial institutions but should not be a prescriptive requirement. How an institution approaches this can be reviewed as part of the examination process but should not be another "check-the-box" item.

Question 208. How might the collective functioning of the board be affected by the introduction of a system where each individual has a defined set of responsibilities?

Please consider the possible effects on both individual conduct and the board as a whole (e.g. the impact on the collective responsibility of the board, or on the quality of its discussions).

Again, flexibility should be left to the institution to establish responsibilities. This flexibility is critical in smaller financial institutions that often have less resources and fewer persons to carry out all tasks.

Question 209. What would be the benefits and drawbacks of designing a similar accountability regime for key function holders (e.g. information on key function holders, their responsibilities, details of the firm’s governance and structure)?
Question 210. Would the assessment of individuals proposed for positions on the board or as key function holders be more accurate and/or reliable if the responsibilities the individual would be taking on were clearly defined, including in relation to any new provisions, such as those discussed in Sections 9.2.1.1 and 9.2.1.2?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant

Question 210.1 Please elaborate on your reply to question 210.

9.2.4. Cultural factors influencing conduct

The CRD stipulates in Article 98(7) that competent authorities should consider both corporate culture and values, and the ability of members of the management body to perform their duties as part of their review and evaluation of institutions.

The FSB Toolkit develops the idea of corporate culture more extensively and discusses the ways in which cultural factors can influence the risk of misconduct. A clear link is made between an institution’s culture, at all levels within the organisation, and the functioning of governance systems. The FSB Toolkit also highlights both the role of management, in setting the “tone at the top”, and of supervisory authorities, in monitoring indicators of an institution’s culture and the consequences thereof.

In view of this, it is important to reflect on whether the CRD could, in a similar way to the FSB Toolkit, go further in highlighting the importance of culture for an institution’s overall governance, and/or could incorporate cultural factors explicitly in fit and proper assessment.

Question 211. Do you consider that corporate culture could and should be taken into consideration as part of the fit and proper assessment?

- Yes
- No
- Don’t know / no opinion / not relevant
Question 211.1 If no, please elaborate on your response to question 211.

It should be considered, but culture is unique to each institution.

Question 212. What do you consider would be the benefits of, and/or difficulties encountered in, including the ability to create and promote the organisation’s desired culture as part of the “fit and proper” assessment of members of the management body?
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